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rhe Orggusation for Economic Co optratkm and ilcvdopment (OECD) was set up on
, do a Convention signed in l'oris oft 14th December 1960. which provides that the 0111D

sliall pronlote 'polbl s designed:
toechieve highest sustainab.k economic growth:-and employment and a rising

\

5,Andard of living in Member eountries, while maintaining finAncial stabil0, and
thus to contribute to the development of the world 'etionomy
to contribute to sound economic expansion in Member ai well as nonmember

- . countries in thc processfof economic development; o
, , 2 to contribute to the 'expansion of yorld trade on a multilateral, non discriminatory

basis in Accordance with international obligationc
I he Menbers of OBCD are Australia..Austria. Belgium. Canada, Denmark, Finland.

France. the Federal Republic of Germany. Greece. Iceland. Ireland. Italy. Japaln. Lox'
embotirg. the Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Portugal,. Spain. Sweden, Switzerland;
turkey, the United K ingdom and the United States. -

s- The Centre for Educational Research end lAnov:wion was created in June 1968 by the
C'quncil V the Organisation for Economic Co!operation and Development for an initial
period qf three, years, .141h ihg help qf grants frdm the Ford Foundation and the Bora! Dutch

IShellGrorip (#' Companies. In May 1971, the Council decided that the Centre should con-
. tInue ns work for a period qffive years asfrom 1st January 1974. In,July 1976 it extended
this mandate'for the following five yeers, 1977,-82.

.

, . The main objectives qf the Centre are ds follows: -

to promote and support the development qf research activities in education and un
dertake such research activities where appropriate;

.,:
to promote a'nd support pilot experiments with a view to inirodu'cing a4d testing in- .

novations in* the educational system;
to promote the development cef co-operation between Member countries in the field
qf education'ul eesearch and innovation.

The Centre jimetions within the Organisation for Economic. Co-oPerthi4 , and
irevelopment in accordance with the drision8 qf the Counc(Tqf the Organisation. un the

supervised by a Golerniautharitr\qf the SerretarA-General. It 11- ng Board coMposed ofone

14

national expert in its fie?d qf competencilrom each of the countries participating in its
programme of work.
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AN OVERVIEW BY ti-IE SECRETARIAT

This document summarises the results of an initial two-year phase of CERI's
programme in the field 9f educational financt. Our approach has been to' treat
finance in policy terms, particularly as it, relates to public policy objectives. This
report,,therefore,,is less concerned with making comparisons over time or among
countries regarding how much money is aviailable fof particular aspects of
educatjot than with examining jinance mechanisms as, a policy instrument.
Instruments available for influencihg educational policy are recognisably litnited

. in number, and financing may be,among the few available for promoting more.
equitable distribution of education services and for devolving mtinagement
icsponsibility. Financing mechanisms for education, if they are to reach their
potential: as a,means to serve policy ends, need to/W"..- better underitood. Their
advantages and disadvantages as policy instrumentiAhould be .explored and .th,eir
limitations should be defined. This was the basic thrust of CERI's educational
finance programme.

dAt Sic inaugural meeting of Experts assemblcd- for this project in October
1975, it was recognised that at the basic .infoipational level there had been little
systematic, study compaiing different cotintries' edticatioyl finrincing practices.
There had been v,irtually no attempts to. assess,cross-nationally the conditans
under, whiCh certain forms bf edueatio41 financing arise, the. policip objective*
they are intended to" foster, and the extent to which they succeed.. United States
authorities took the ldad in tackiing this knowledge gap by peoviding a substantial
grant from ,the Educational Finahce Programme of the National Institute of
Education. This suppdrt from the N.I.E. has extended to the current phase of
the CERI activity, a cross-national study of the finariciAg, organisation and
governance of educational services for groups in special need.,

, The first phase study was limited to (parts .o,f) the educational systems in
ten Member countries! Austfalia, Canada (the PrdVince of Ontario), Federal
Republic of Germany, Italy, Netherlands, Norway, Sweden, Unifinthkgdom,
United States .(Califo.rnia and Florida) and .Yugoslavia. These jurigatctions
provided a rich assoruhent of financing arrangemetrts add variotts hbtorical, legal
and administrative contexts. It was further limited, as far as wits practicable, to
the financing of compulsory or basic educationat services, termed here the "primary
level". /To embrac all' levels of the educational systems was considered too
compl and hence too confusing an undertaking for a. ground-breaking type of.
enquiry.

The Cotintry Studies

The source material for this paper was the set of national, studies prepared
by experts in each particiPating country. These are publish0 in three companion
volumes to this General Report - Volume I: Australia, Canada, Germany;

.
56.
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Volume II: United King4om, United States, Yugoslavia; Volume III: Nether !Ads,
Norway, Sweden, Italy.

itThese country studies aimed to fulfil a number of purposes. F st was to
(oprovide a description of the hisry of priina level educational financ - arrange-

ments and thus to fraine the context within which present educational financing
instruments operate. Second was to present 'current policy objectives hi education
'und jo (1$-scribe the linkage, where appropriate, betWeen these objectives and the
financial instruments which are designcd o promote them. And finally, it wits
hoped 'to provide some insights into the effectiveness of these instruments. To
provide a common data base for the cross-country analysis the authors agreed
to write to a cokunon outline. \
FMant.ing Arrangements and PolicyN.Goals

. Although the terms.of reference for these national studies did not absolutely
limit the choice of financial instruments and policy goals to be considered, the
data that ultimately emerged tended to converge on a few blisic concepts. , The
term "instrument" was taken to apply to a financing arrangement whether of- not
it had been devised with a deliberate policy intent sp any specific structure or

i proeess for the 'flow of funds .for education could be studied. Those outIcly
measures ultimately treated include such topical Ones as inter-governmental trans-
fers, categorical and inceptive payments. Revenue generation measures cover
various forms of user charges and tax bases. . .

The nufjor policy goals that emerged from the studies were the following
four: .

i) Reducing the disparities across areas and localities to resources for
schoolingtermed hi:re the goal of equality, or equalisation.

ii) Improving the extent to which sub-groups with special needs have
access to supplementary resourcestermed here the goal of eqiiity.

.iii) Unconraging moves to shift the locus of cimtrol over schooling decisions.
Often this has 'meant strengthening claims -by localities that their pre-
rogatives be guarded and/or enhanced---the gOal of local autOnci'my.
In other countries the policy emphasis has been on* strengthening .the
hand of other than local authorities to steer school policies.

iv) Preserving and/4 increasing the extept to which parents feel that they
have real, practicable opportunities to choose among different styles of
schooling for their children--the goal of dii,ersity and choice.

Some Lessons 1,earned

Two kinds of lessons canebe extracted from the conduct of this enquiry and
fl'om the substance of its anabsis. The first relates to common conceptions and
misconceptions that influence financing policies .to support and influence educational
'kryiees. Tte wcond has to do with the approache, methodologies and proce-
dures for conducting such enquiries as this one,

,t5uhstance 4

frertain of tie findings in th'e eteral report have particular implications for
future work, notably the following:

'ro further the eq llity of education Services, however defined, does
not nvessarily jqu1T radical re-casting of' a country's educational
financing system; such- improvement can be instituted through modipea-
lions to the emphases in and intensity of existing systems.
The two avenues to evalise through financingby means of inpins

or,outlays,-.are interdependent; any Mandate foi a'required level of
;erVice must be backed up by a fiscal policy involving both elements.

14.
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. .
ill) Equalit an be approached in both federal and unitary governments;.

and neither, has a clear advantage as ,the best infrastructure for
educational financing.

iv) Thsofat as the concept bf equality co mes to embrttce the equity tuition
of differential edlicational provision (or certain sroups, modes ot
financinguuch schemes scan only be assessed in terms of concbmitant
organisational and governance machinery. ..,_

Locariutonomy in education wn.be ,enhanced by giving more attention
to the,Mode of financial transfers 'from centeal to 'regional and. local
jurisdictions; Me lsss 'categoric al. these transfers, the greater the,oppor- '
tunity for effective . autonomy. This seems a more - feasihlu approach'

..1
, to promoqng relatively greater autonomy than insisting on some n011-

cent011y generated revenue*. , ' . .

vi) Local funding or ipeal cOntrol of finance is not in 'itsIlf a 'sufficient
means for ensuring diversity-AIN and choice among, educational stges
and offerings. . . . , .

,

vii) Financing arrangements, that 'affect the nature of 'the teacher work-
force appar to he pivotal in gaining policy leverage.

. . . i - 4

Methodolbgy and Procedures
-

This project also provided us' with an Iziportunitf to test varibus approaches
to conducting complex, inter-country enquiries in the 'future.

The research design -for the present study can .be' assessed in the light of ,

two main purposes. The first. was primarily descriptiwi: the study !vas toorovide
certain basic information about different countries' methods of financing primary
'education. -The, second was amilytical. A coMparative seucly- which drew ott-
the information provided in the ten case studies was to be used to- examine the
diverse country approaches to c9mmon policy issues and to test Certain pro osi-
tions of the "cpnventional wisdom" that surround's financing.

The major strength of the country case study design was the co nion -

framework. it offered ior structuring the infOrmatiOn about each country's pri
level financing arransements. On this basis- the' general report compare
contrasts contexts ana arrangements and develops various -typologies and e assifi-
-cation schemes. Thus, the. design of the case studies was felatively effe,Ctive in
develpping the descriptive aspect of the project.,

The comparative analysis phase .of the work presented moite difficulties.
First,. there I,xas the perennial problem Of having the individual country study
authors exercise sufficient diFipline that their reports would conform. to the
general Structure established by the design, without ,losilig" the unique qualities
-which characterise each",country's situation. It is instructiVe here to make, a fcw
obvrvations about tlie development of the . design itself as a tool' of analysis.
This may conveniently be done under the hefidings: scope of the enquiry; defini-
tions and standards for comparative policy assessment; time ,perspective4, and
process.,of enquiry design,

Scope of the:Enquiry
,

The project 'illustrates how a' narrowing .of the scope of thNiqign may
serve to, focus analytical Work while, paradcrnically, a' widening of it may, have
essentially the same effect. Thus, the.project design was intended to allow for
the fact 'that various polic'y issues.* and ,financial arrangements would have mare
-relevance in 'some. country settingS than an others. The door was left open,
therefore; to over-inclusiveness and to. possible distortions in interpretation due
to a kind of equal treatment, of policy and finance issues .whatever their level of

1
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importance in partietilar countries. This, then; would point to possible refinements
in which the design called more explicitly for discussion of issues in the context
of t.heLpriority. within 'each conntry. On ths basis 9f the development of such
data fife study could be adjusted to include:

i) only those countries in which the isgues chosen for study were of
hlgh priority;

ii) a recognition of possible "distortions" in the e9mparative analysis
which differet country priorities might introducllbr

iii) an analysis AC the sources and nattnie of the priority differences them-
selves.

These tactics imply a narrowing_and sharpening of the design as the project/proceed&s

O'A the other hatd the enquiry could have been' "broadened" to include
policy issues as anObler focus of description. How this tactic would have
facilitated analysis- can be demonstrated by considering, for, example, the
of equalisation,..,,Puring the comparative phase, one of the questions that arose
was: to what extent do countries use strictly financial instruments as opposed
to regulationor some combination of the twoto achieve the objective of
equalisation? This question was very, difficult to answer. Some country studies
that focused more directly on finance 'instruments rather than the policy issue
paid relatively little attention to regulatory actions that mandated changes in
organisation; governance, and programme. Ultimately the study developed a
typology which seems to grasp the essence of different approaches to the same
policy issue. This development would have been facilitated if ate case studies
had had a common structure focussing directly on a given policy issue, and on
the range of financial and regulatory devices used in connection with it.

Definitions .and Standards for Comparative Policy Assessment

It would be impracticable at the research design stage to develop standard
definitions of such policy issues as are treated in this study which would apply
equally across the ten countries. However, an earlier clarification of alternative
'conceptualisation of issues (and consequently of alternative methods of approach-
ing them) would have helped.. Again, a discussion of the equalisation issue
illustrates this. approach. The lack of a classification scheme of equalisation
concepts at the design stage precluded some types of comparative analytic ork
later on. If there had been such a scheme it, May well have been possible to
examine the interactions amohg different concepts of, as well as approaches to,
equalisation in which finance plays an integral role. g

A research design in this kind of study, also midi attempt to establish
common definitions or standards for assessing progress toward policy objectives.
For examPle, one of the objectives in some of the countries was decentralisation
of decision-making, sometimes referred to as increasing local autonomy. Whether
finance instrnments can actually promote this objective might be examined in
terms of what the locus of ,control was in different jurisdictions before the
instruments were employed and how it had changed over time, if at all. 'Pre-
liminary research might have sought to determine by which standards countries
could be characterised as having a high or low level of autonomy. Of course,
even if such standards proved too difficult to state firmly, the attempt might
have sharpened descriptive efforts.

Time Perspective
,

The consideration of standards, and performance according to such standards,
leads to the (question of time perspectivejg.streh sludies. What should ,be the .

the frame used for studying school finAce policy? Although there 4as'a
tw's

*



provision for general hifttorical .background; the design Actually used a Cross-
sectional (rather than, say, a longituthnal) framework for most of the information
assembled. While such an approacif'mai seem to make the data 'more "mane-
geable", it does put limits on possible analysisfor example, ,on the assessment
of demographic, economic, politig"al, and stoctural factors in.' creating conflict,
dislocations and policy debates and of their resolution by means of financing
and related measures. If one, is to gain on appreciatioa of the impact of financial
instruments, it is important to be oware of whetheE they are an kistofical vestige
or more recently introduced in pursuit'of a particular policy objective.

The Process of Enquiry Design p-
416

These considerations also raise questions aboiit the process of design develop-
ment and the research resources involved. For example, vountry studies aimed
at longitudinal data-gathering would have 'required a substantial intrease in
resources deployed, especially at the planning stage.

In any case, the development of the design, for inter-country 'study may be
conceived as a process: the initial collection of data cap become a major source
for the reassessment of the initial hypotheses, the mid-stream development of new
hypotheses-and a re,ordering of the entruiry design. This may be illustrated by
one aspect of the experience of this study. In an early scherhe for, the com-
parative phase of the pr9ject the .proposeeimalysis was organised aroun4 three
major thenjes: the context of current primary .figanor arrangetnchly,..seleeted
policy concerns and assotiated financial instruments; ahd the effects 'of-selected
fiscal instruments on goals ofeducational policy: One objeeMVe (A, A4s arrangement
was to "explain" why finanee instruments such as equalisation forfitulas and,,pupil
weighting schemes were generated by the political process ,in different yountries.
Fiscal instruments Were to be viewed as "dependent variables" to be -.4xplaind,:.
by .a variety of historical and contemporary factors. Later, finance inStriimentso
were to bc viewed as "independent variables" which ostensibly had some iMpaet
on the distribution of educatiotial revenues and resources, on ,the locus of decision-
making, and'on the character of educational services. However, as the informa-
tion from the .eountry studies began to show itselt .as not entirely amenabje to
this approach, it' was impracticable to.reformulate the 'design and lo support a
further round of Information-gathering and analysis. .

In fact. the framework flbf the_ analysis itself was adjitsted without a great
iflux of hew information,,and the following general report contains interesting
and useful qbservations about the consequences of different finanee arrange-,
mentsbothintended and unintendedand obserVations,about the "conventional
wisdom'of scho9l finatice, in addition to examining the central policy questions .

dismissed above.

-.The Future

CERI ahd the linjted States N.I.E. began this joint venture as an experiment
whose, purpose was to determine if cross-national studies of educational knance
were feasible' and prgductive. Our preliminary judgment is that if propyly
nurtured and carefully designe d. they can illuminate the education policy debate
in Member countries. On the strength of this initial effort a second enqinhy has
been launched into-the financing, organisation and governance of education for
special populations, a subject that, is identified as being of particular concern.
Both agencies look forivard to continue sharing in the promotion of high qualify-
and equitable educational serVices in Member countries.

9
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INTRODUCTION

THE COUNTRY STUDIES'
:k

coMparative study of primary school finattee is basecron ten studids ,

of the arrangements for finoncing primary edtkation in- the ;following OECD
Member countries: Australia; Canada (tile province of Ontario), the Federal
Republic of Germany, Italy, the Netherlands, Norway,' the United
Kingdom (England and Wales), the United 4tates (California a Flbrlda), and
Yugoslavia'.

These jurisdictions provide a riph assortment of financing arrangements
andthistorical, legal and administrative contexts. Five (Australia, Canada; Ger-
many, the United States, and Yugoslavia) have federal settings- the other five. ;."'N

are unitary states. Anglo-Saxon common law forrItS the legal basis of admini's-
tuition and taxation in four states (Australia, Canada, England and Wales., .and
the United States); Roman law in the others. The jurisdictiona have populations
ranging from small through medium to Veryflarge. Three (Australia,: Canada,and
the United Stites) originated in tolonial governments; one Oturslatia) spent.
centuries under foreign domination. Five of the nations ,,(çietmany, Italy, thc.
Netherlands; England and Wales, and Yugoslavia), hivirteveloped highly kilo. ..

syncratic educational- systems that owe relatively little..to.foitign borrowings and:
much to native educational ingentiity: %Three "(Australia, Canada,. the Unititlz:.,,
states) have boritowed extensively front .the models stipplied-by the -bid WOCiew :.

hile freely adapting those models to fit Local eanditiobs. All have made; .elf.traiitu -
ry eff9Ltsin the educational field and have' dovelOped a 'high ::degrie Of

so lstication and excellence in' school orginfsation and 'provisidn.,
The cduntry stbdies were prepared, during 1976; folloWing a, research and'

reporting design. The country studies, attempted to fulfilPa ntiMber of purposes:
The first was to nrovide desCription of the histOrY Of primary 'educational
finance arrangements and thus to frame 'the context witga which present educa-
tional finance instrUments operate. A second was, to preSent durrent -policy
objective& in educational finance and .194kribe the, linkage between: these
objectives and the financial instruments *hi& are, used to achien Mein. Finally,

1.t.',0410.t7 the country, studies were 'intended to -provide some indighl into the effectivenes,
of these in&trunientsor hick of itin achieving their intended Purpo,ses.

. See theaccompanying list of authors of the country studies (page .

- , f
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AIMS AND STRIA:filth OF 'ITIE STUDY

The piesent comparative study uses the data and judgements provided by the
I.... ant hoi s of the count ry studies also to aecomplish three major purposes. First;

in Chaptei 1, the study 'attempts to describe in summary fashion tk variety of
appioaches that indivaual countri&s use to finance their primary schools, itrifi
to%describe the major trends in school fiptinee policy in" each.. eountry. To askittt

.in the task of comparison, the data are presented undeer common headings for
each country, and focus on the following aspects td. primary Ichool finance: ..

background context (geogratthical, political, and 'educational structure) Avithin
which the-primary school systems operate; wk ! of local authorities (both educa-
tional and municipal) in- primary school finance; role of central 'governments
(state, province, 1.and, repulIlic, national, federal) in primary school' ftnance;

)) pctlicy trends in areas c)f key concern.
Chapter II of the, study attempts to compare arid contrast the -diverse

"arrangements which countries have developL4 to accomplish particular educational
policy objecti,ves. These objectives inchide equalization of access to resources ,
for tsducatioia , financial pi ovision ror special educational needs, influencing%the
locus of control in educational decision-makMg, and affecting the degree Of .parental 2

choice ainong educational alternatives. For 0713 of f j wies namely, equal-
i/ation and financial pi ovision for sp*ial needs,. the stuctrtsiamikes4,

lui.Kvii

irefin)asesa

sonic of the strengths and weaknesses of the different country approaches to the
problem. .

Chapter III provides a summary of the _report, and indicates some of its
i..limitations,.as well as some of its contributions to comparative study. Chapter III

ends with a listing of nine nfajor conclusions drawn (tom the study and prpvides\\\ a description of three suggestions for further work. ,

-..., Thus, among some of the findings that eme e lire the following:". .
1 That unitary states achieve a 1 hJi1cgre e' of equalization than do

federal countries is shown to be not supported. Some of.the federal
1, countries equaliz.e at .iis high, or at even higher levels, than do some

of the iinitary states, and the presence of a federal form of government
- structure does not appear to be controllin with respect to either the

. intensity, or t he success, of equalization eff rts;
That the prop nlion of non-local funding_is associated negatively with
%NA. antonomy in school mattds is shown to be not proven. In
.addition, the proposition that a higher degree of nori-loeitl funding
produees a more stahdardii4d, uniform structure of schoolifig' is also
showti to be not supported by the evidence of the country studies.
'However, a egrollar'y proposition, that the mode in which non-local
funds is made available is of importance for local autonomy is. shown
to have some support'in the experience of Pie countries.

MAJOR GOALS OF POLICY

All of the ten, countries represented in the present study have taken an
interest in organizing.their school finance arrangements to improve the provision
of educatiomil services in poorer areas and localitieS.' Most of the countries
have given especial attention in the last decade or so to ways of ensuring that
the school needs of certain special subgroups are met. In addition, all the
countries are concerned with the issue of control of educational policy.' In partic-
ular, many of them seek to maintain' and enhance a partnership between '-central

(2
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and "local" authorities 'in the provision. and financing of schooling, trying to ensure
that the balance of power and responsibility does not tip too far in tither direction.

a number of the countries, too, there ha4 been concern over the years to guard,
imprOVe, or make more effective, the right and. ability of parents to choose for
iheir children a "type of education that conforgis 'to their -preferences, particularly
to their religious- beliefs.

These, then, are the major areas or policy to which .this paper directs attention
en considering the effects of particular instruments: and patterns of school

fit nce arrangements: tqua)ization of .resourees and piroviskin 4n. special edu-
cat nal needs; locus of control; And' parental, 'choice ,and, diversity of proVision.,

Pualization: Equalization is defined and approached in a variety of ways
in the ten countries included in the study. Nonetheless, theee principal approaches
to equalization' tend to predominate. These .approache§, attempt .to -achieve:

Equalization of tax Wes to support education;
Equalization of per pupil or per capita expenditures;

-- Equalization of physical inputs, particUlarly teacher services.
.The first approach, referred to as a "guaranteed tax base", or "guaranteed

yield", approach, atttlnpts to ensure that all localities will have at least a
standard level of resources for education, regardless of their local fiscal capacity.
Under this apprOach, municipalities and/or "school districts with weak tax bases
are' brought up .t6 the centrally-determined standard either through financial
transfers from the central government ot through transfers from fiscally stronger
units. Thus, while all localities 'will have equal access to resources up to a defined
level, they may choose to provide different levels of educational, services.

- The second and third approaches to equalization leave kss room for loCal

dikretion in the level of educational services, but instead foa more directly on
equalizatiOn of provision. The equalization standard under the second approach
is equal expenditures per pupil or per 'capita, although. a range of expenditure
variation, e.g, five to ten per cent above or below the mean, is frequently permitted,
especially when the variatitm is dpe to educational cost diffensitials across regions.
Under the third- approach,- the standard ,coneentrates upon equal provision of

,specific services. These may ,include the supply of books, materials and school
support staff, as .well as teachers' services; although the latter is often the main
standard for comparing services acro'ss differipt localities. However, as under
the. expenditure standard, variation ii provision is frequently permitted when

, it "results from special circumstances, such-as small school size or geographical-
, isolation.

fp addition to taking* a variety of forms in different countries, there are
other differences in countries' approaches.to equalization which'should be noted.
One of these Concerns the units or systems among which resources of servket
are "equalized".. In some systems, such as.those in the United States and Canada,
equalization is -sought primarily among school districts, though recently in. the

, United States some States have begun to'seek equalization among schools within
kilos& distticts.. hi other sxstems, 'such as that, in the 'Netherland, equalization
-is a principle that, is applied between public and private schools. Financial
arrangements attempt to. achieve equalization between municipal and private
schools within municipalities, and, to a lesser. extent, among- differest munici-
polities. Financing policies in Australia and In the Canadian provinee of Ontario
are moved by similar conSiderations of equalization between public and private
schools, or betWeen government and separate schools in the public ilystem.

Another difference, which should be noted concerns the government interface
ari which equalization takes place. In unitarY countries the main interface is
between central governments and municipalities and./or---school districts. In
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federal countries, however, there are intermediate government levels (states,
hi)iovinces, randel, and icpublics) which constitute the focal point Of our disussion
of %fluidization, and we describe and hnalyse equalization arrangements between'
both -the intermediate and local levels on the one hand, and the intermediate
and.federal levels on the szther. However, for our purposes, the formefointerface
is generally considered primary, since in most of the federal countries the inter-
mediate governmental authority is constitutionally responsible for the provision
and finance of 'primary (and secondary) education.

hi recent years the concept of equalii.ation has been broadencd in scope
to enCompass a fourth approach to the issue. This involves deliberate disequal-
ization of resources, with the object of providing; additiohal educatiohal services
for chikdren who !Ave special 'educational needs, Although different countries
have idenfifiedrdifferent sets of populatkms as reqlring- extra cdtleational services,
the core groups include childten who come to school with physical and emotionid
handicaps, language disabiliti and economic disadvantage, as well as children
who require special types of ming, or programmes, e.g., vocational education.
Our discussion of equalizatioh i the paper will therefore attehipt to identify
and describe the -different approaches which countries take to provide extra
resources for children with special educational needs.

Local autonomy: In the present study, this term is used primarily to describe
the pow.('rs of municipalities" or 'school boards vis-ci-eis the powers of some
non-local icentrai or provincial) governmental authority. There are two important
donikains of decision-making power that are relevant here: those that relate to
questions of finance (for example, powers to set tax rates, receive tax revenues,,
establisliks of expenditae, raise kians and disburse the proceeds of such
loans); and those that refer to matters of school organization and processes. -

We recognize that this is -a traditional approach .to the definitioh of local
autonomy. In a number of Member countribs, this definition of the problem
has ceased to he important. The centre v. local struggle is greatly muted anq
the question of "Alierc is the locus of control of the schools?" has to be seen
in a much more complex framework. What is the relationship between panernS
of school finance, on the one hand, and the power of teachers' organizations
(exercised on, a national scale or at (he local level), parents' groups, and nhpioyerv
to influence what kinds of schools there shall be, and what goes on inside them?
These are the questions of control and autonomy that, One suspects.; are qoming,..,
more and more to the fore. However, on the evidence of the country stnaies,
these issues have not yet received clear formulatibn and, while We' can note their
presence and growing. importance. there is little we can say about them in relation
to school finance questions

Moreover in other Mahber countries, the debatse over school finance is. still,
heavily freighted with the traditional tension beteen local and non-loeal-goVern-
ment and school authorities, A great deal of political debate. associated. with
school finance discussion continues to be related to tile relative power, respon-
sibifity and roles of local school (or municipal) systems vis-a-vis non-local r
(provincial, State,.or central) governments, and this is the sense in which we shall
use the.terms autonomy, ood i9 particular local autonomy, in this paper.

Obviously, questions of autonomy in school control refer -to different sets
governmenl.al units in different countljes. For exa'mple, ii the United States

local autonomy refers to the ppwers of are. local, school boards vis-a-vis the state
governments, in England" to the local governmgnt authOrities that provide the
schools vis-a-vis the central government., in AustrAia to the States, And in
Germany to the Liinder, vis-a-viSthe. federal governments ii each couptry, The
Netherlands is considering the establkshment of regional authorities; Midway

( 14
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between the localities and the central governnwnt, that may over time come% to
represent a species of loeal ahtonomy vis-a-vis.the central government. In
Yugoslavia,. "school autonomy"refers to the "self-governing interested commu-
nities Of education", and to the setwol-based cooperati\iy units that make contracts
with The communities to .provide school services. .,

The discus 'Om of the 'connections between school ,financing arrangements4,

and autonomy ( ical, state, provincial), will attempt to take into account this
diversity.of form rom 'country to country.

Q. .

Parental choice of Fhook,'All of t1 Member cOuntries represented in the
present. stfidy (except Yugeslavia) yermi Ills operation of nonVublicly-provided
schools at the primary le,xcl. IloNever, in 13/4 numbiir of the, Member _countries
school finance arrangements have;been influenced by the desire 4io preserve and,,

sometimes, to enhance elittetive parental chOice Of school. Where substantial'
amounts vf public funds are made atonable to-non-state schools, this is usuidly
done in order to support sthools provided by a minority church. .. This the 'case,
for example, in Ontario, England, and Australia. In the Netherlands, the rittionale
that is used Nr justify .1he parents' lmidamental right to claim public funds in
support of a church-related education lor their children has been extended to

\cover clviice of alternative secular schools. .

. A least at the primary level, none of the Member countries appears to
sup the notion of providing sobstantial alternatives to parents within state
systems. .In particular there has he.en little official enthusiasm for voucher
schemes and the like, that *mid provide parents. with public funds May they
could then spend at the: schools of their choice. Therefore, when the discussion
in Chapters I and II below turns to the"question of parental choice of schooling, it
refers to the effect of school finance arrangements on parents' ability to opt for
a non-state (usually a. church-related) alternative.
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FINANCING INSTRUMENTS Fog PRIM' ARY strwors
OD MAJOR TRENDS IN POLICY: ,

,- A REVIEW OF THE COUNTRIES.

..

AUSTRALIA

BACKGROUND INFORAATION

The Commonwealth of Australia is a federation of six slates., These inclucle
New South Wales, Victoria, Quvenslanci, South Australia, Western Australia, and
Tasmania. Thc federation also includes the Northern Territory and the Australian
Capital Territory.

About half the population of Australia ia .cteentrated in five 'major 'aka.
Most of the remainder is _widely :scattered over n area ioughly the sse of the
United States.

There are approximately 9 400 elementary and secondary schools Aus-
tralia and about 2.9 million pupilS. These include 5 750 government primary
schools, about 1 400 non/government Primary schools; and 1.8 million'elementary

. school pupils. In. 1975 government schools -accounted for about 80396 of
the primary school pupils; Catholic schools, 17.5%1 and other non-govenkent
schools, .2.2%.

FINANCi ARIaNGIROENTS

State governments

1.

The provision and Afinancing of primary education in Australia is constitu-
tionally a state govern' nAnt reponaibility. With tile exception of funds provided
by the federal government, the states Assume practically the full coat or educaifonal
services. The state governMents also play , a ma.* role in the management of.

\ professional personnel and in the deormination of .the level and- distribution of
other educational expenses. In the area of , staff, each state department of
education determines school staff entitlements mainly on the basis of enrolments,
and deploya staff according to liege entitlements. t. or other current operating

materials, etc., which Is based o school size. And, for capital expenditures, ,
e,xpenditures it also..uses a for la' approach 'for the 'illootition' of equipment;

3 decisions about requirements are also made by central authorities with relatively
ligle local consultation on the planning of new schof31, facilities. In all of the
areas, the state goyernments fully fund the costs which result from its deter-
minations.
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Federal geternment

A change of 'major,importance in Australian schdbl finance IA been the
increasing- role of the federal govermnent in the financing oL.-ettuatfon in the
post-World War Il period. Federal governthent invoIxeinent beget: in thd tertiary

but gradnally extended to the school level throUgh the federtil government's
onstitutional authority to pro,ide grants to the stzttes and its responsibility for
chools in the territories: In 1975-76 the states still furnished the preponderant

tion of primary school expendikiees (about 85 Re.yent for 'government schools),
but the Commohweillth share has increased consistehtly over the last few years.

-The federal overnment finances eduCation both indirectly throug-h a sstent
of general giamt to.the states and'directly through a number of specific-purpose
grants which- arc designed to promote particullAr national -responsibilities. The
general grants are of three basic types: i financ0 assistance grant paid to all
states .on a' formula basis-Which, takes into account population increases, wage
increases, 'and changes h responsibilities between Commonwealtt and suite
governments; special grants to Stales ino weak financial positron; und interest-free
capital grants which ean be used for any capital purpose. These grants constitute
the major source of state revenue----about 52 per.cent in 1975-76although thcy
have been decreasing in importance celative to specific-purpose grant§cin recent
years.

Speeifie-purpose grants ;are used by the Commonwealth to Jinanct expen-
ditures in a number of functionai areas, 'with education taking on increasing-
importance .among them. (Spccific-purpose T grants for education ,comprised
27 per cent of thelotal in 1970-71, but 36 peil cent in 1975-76). The grants are
provided to both governWnt and non-government schools in a number of
programmatic areas. These include the following:

The General Recurrent Grails Programme provide's funds to each govern-
ment school system to augment state financial resources to cover expendilure&
on staff and other operating items. It is essentially a Tesourees supplementation
and equalization prograMme whiCh pmvides grants at higher levels to states which
assign a low priority to schools in their spending. . The only portion of the
programme which is earmarked is the 'roughly 9 per cent which is designated
for the special educational needs ofnon-English-speaking migrant children. Thc
programme constitutes about 55 per cent of the specific-purpose grants to govern-
ment schrIS.

The Dis/dvantaged Schools Programme caters to the special needs of
schools in economically poor areas. Lump sum gratits,... Which are based on

-
.soeice-konornic criteria, are distributed to eligibk schools 'On the basis of projects
'Put .forwalcd by the school and/or community. They comprise about 5 per-cent
of specificTurpose grants to government schools. 1

Special Education Programme funds are provided for handicapped children:
The normal mode of provision has been to establish special Schools,.and Commo,n-
wealth government fuiibaré intended to encourage arrangements which will lead
to -an increasing numbe Of children being integrated into ordinary schools.
Funds under this program e constitute about 3 per cent of total speaficTurpose
grants.

Capital. GransPr6grarnme, funds serve a variety of purposes, including
prqvision 'Of now and more .varied facilities an4 restoration and -improvement of
existing buildings. The funds, which are used. at the .discretion of the state,
form the second largest 'component of specific-purpose government school grants

f .t.,abtout 35 per cent of the total. .
'The grants to nonsgovernment schools are distributed under. the sante

programme classification ak grants to government schools, although in some

4
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progrgnme atm the distribution eriteria air somewhat different. Their signi-
ticance lip in their major contributiop to the Overall costs of Ow non-government
sector aitid the freedom given 10 individual schools or systems- to deploy them
in a manner consistent with the particular purpose for which they have been
allocated.

4.. The final area of Commonwealth funding is to joirlt mes in the
government and non-governmtsnt sectors. These incltide a Anvices
nicnt Prci amine which provides for the training of staff and school in )rov ment
activities, and a Special lirojects Programmy which is intended to foster c ange
by encouraging fresh approaches and increased local participation. GranN- to .

these prOgrammes total less than three per ctnt of the total',spent by the Common-
wealth on specifiCpurpose grants.

Policy lssurs
.

Equatization Air

Equalization of educational services both within and among states has been
a major tit)vernmental concern in Australia for many years. Towards this end,
Australia has developed a system with a high degree of state control of both
organization and finance. In contrast with all other countries in the, study,
local units with independent rcv.enue;raising and decision-making T,9latef' do not
exist: salt local authorities that do exist are, by and large, aZimipistrative vehicles
for the execution of central government"policy; Consequently, ihe problems of
local inequality of financial regources' and educational expenditures, which in
other countries Fargely result from disparities in local fiscal capacity, have been
greatly reduced IIT the Australian system. .

, Within the last ten years the Commonwealth 'government has also begub to
play a major role in achieving equalization in primary school finance. .A asie,
element' of the federal approach is the emphasis on equalization of twee s to
resources among the states. General purpow grants distributed on a formula
basis are one "of the principal finance instraments used fcir this purOose. In
addition, the Commonwealth government attempts to achieve a degree of serVice
equalization througli eafcgorical grants to the states for students with special
needs. These grants focus on the handicapyed, the socio-economically dis-
advantaged, and the rutally-isolated.

The actions taken by both state and Commonwealth governments in Aus-
tralia'. appear to come fairly clOse to securing a high degree, of equalization of
resources and services for children throughout the country. State governtrent
codirol over teacher posting ensures that even children in remote areas will have
a teacher whose Salary is `tentrally pTvided. Nonetheless, there are individual

.. elements of the overall system of arrangements which may be insufficient to achieve
full equalization both between the public and private sectors and among the
government schools. ,

.. .

In Australia the major disparity in 'the level of expenditure is between
& government and non-government schools. On average natidnwide, the expenditure

nc ir level. in non-sovernment schools is only about three-foatths that in government
schools. bespite massive increases in both state and Commonwealth support
in recent -years (roughly a fourfold increase between 1971/72 and 1975/76),
the gap between them and government schook,s has not been closed.

Within dr public sector the main disparity is between the large Metropolitan
.' .>

*,,, centres which attract more experienced and educat ersonnel and the remoter
.; .4,-,hreas, which experience difficulties maintaining hig qUalified staffs. A second

, :.
lv.
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wen of disparity 11 between high income and lower -intome lavas in the level of
privatr- contribution for expendiarqs such as books and unifoims which are not
fully provided from public resources. However, disparities in both of these areas
are fairly small, and are partly offset by additional government grants v4,iich
further reduce them in importance..

Autonomy and purental choke'
In recent years policy makers have begun to recognize the dysfunctionM

consequences of a high degree of centralization.. The most seriousof these Las
appeared Lo be tbe inability of the system to adapt to particular local needs
and to resmnd .to the problems (If children with special educational problems.
ConSequently, the focus of Australian policy has shifted somewbat away from
tho7ough-going central control. Policy is now pritnarily concerned with proAding
.more opportunities for decentralized decision-making apd administration in orga-
nizational and pedagOgical mittters, together with greater parental participation,'
whilc .. maintaining a high degrifiratuR financial equality.4 'Towards this end, soine states have begun to provide for the transfer of
state funds to the school site level which can be used for discretionary purpons.
Severakstates have -begun to experiment with modest per.pupil grants to school
cOuncils for textbooks, -maintenance of grounds apd eqnipment,v.and . learning
materials, although these -still 'constitute a very small proportion 'Of total edu-
cational expendiiure. In the, capital funding 'area, there are attempts to make
the provision of school facilities more responsive to local requirements. The
structure of decision-Making with respect to priorities among building works has
Nen altered to incorsonte various local, regional, and state levels of responsibilitY
for the allocation of resources.

Parental., choice is also being fostered in Australia through Ole provision of
Commonwealth funds for the support -of non-government schools. Parents aro
thus assisted in conserving a degree of choice between government and non-
gov4Inment alte.rnOves for their children. Hence, what the Australian system
has Itistorically lacked in the area, of local nuirmomy, it may compensate for
in some memure by contributing to the mailttenance of diversity in 'school
provision. \

t

'CANADA

PROVINCE OF ONTARIO

BACKGROINO 'INFORMATION

,--The Dominion of gnada is a federal stake which consists of ten provinces
'and two,territbrics. THe ,provinces include: Quebec, gmario, Alberta, Manitoba,
Sas-katehewan, Newfoundland, Nova Scotia,' New 'Brunswick, Prince Edward
Island, and British Columbia. The territogies include the Yukon and _Northwest
Territories.Nearly two.-thirdsdf Canada's population reside in, the two provinces
of Ontario and Quebec. /

There are\ presently 177 elementary school boards in the province<, of
Ontario, Oflliese, 11.5. are public school boards; 60 ire Roman Catholic *Imol
boards; and twoare Protestant Schoold boards. As of/1975311w boards contained
abont 4 GOO elementary schools and about 1 3904000 elementary pupils."

1
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FINANCE. ARRANGE.MI,NIS

Provinc'e-local

In its various provincial approaches to tlw financ.ing of schools Canada
has historically been quite deferential to the principle of local 4ffonomy in edu-
cational finance. The provinces, whit are the central governmental units with
the corAtitutional responsibility for 'ffhaneing t drication, largely delegated that

A respohsibility to lo'cal school districts. These districts had separate governing
structures and were granted- sabstantial independent power, including the i)ower
to levy taxes in support of education. .Most.frequently this -wa§ A tax on the

`residential and commercial property contained within the district.
-Althoupli all Virtuidtlin provinces still fely on local districts to provide

primary educational seriecs, the role of the provinces in the finance of primn .
education has increased substantially in recent years. Since the mid-1950s c

average provincial share of provincial/local school expenditures naTionwide ths.
risen substantially from 38 per cent in 1954, to 52 per cent in, 1964 and
65.5 per cent in 1973. libl%4 only two provinces provided over 60 per cent
of provincial/local resources, while by- 1973 this mmilwr had risencto eight, with
two provinces--New Brunswick and *Prince Edward Islandadopting a system

, with full provincial assumption. Finance patterns in Ontario, the Canadian
province whose finance system was ---stutli44 parallel those in the country as a
whole. The provincial share of provincial/local revenues there rose from about
37 per cent in 1954 to about 64 per cent, roughly the national average, in 1973.

The system of intergovernmental transfers fOr education from the Canadian
provinces is marked by a number of characteristics. First, the grants are

cducation-specifie; i.e.,. they are made directly to local school districts,to be used
for education alone. -They are mit usually channelled through municipal govern-
ments. Second, they arc almost invariably block grants which can be used by
local districts in accordance with their own .educational priorities. This is in
strong contrast to mariy of the European systems where earmarked grants cannot
be transferred froth category tO category. Even where grants are categorical,
the' Canadian approach provides for wide latitude for district Use of grants Within
the prtseril,)ed area. Thiid, there is relatively little central regulation of the
use of grants Once minimum programme standards have been provided. Finally,
most aid systems attempt" to achieve some degree of equalization of either
expenditures or access.to resouries among districtsalthough With varial success.

The Ontario approach to primary education finance has as its major objective
the equalization of access to resources for education. Provincial aid for, current
ordinary expenditures, which includes all expenditures except debtfcharges,

_transportation, and capital expenses, is distributed in the form of a percentage
equalizing grant, which puts all school boards on, an equal footing with respect
to providing equal dollars,/up to a maximunt amount per weighted pupil.-41 080
for elementary._ school pupils in 1976.. Ur .to the maximum grain level, the
formula aids a Higher proportion of locally determined operating costS in districts
which are poor in_asscssed property valuation per pupil than in districts. which
are..prOperty-wealthy. Expenditures above the maximtim are financed exclusively
frMm the local property- tax'.

The needs of children with special cdneational problems 'are provided in
,Ontario through Modifications of. the amount distributed under the basic general
purpose grant. For pgrposcs of grant calculation. pupils are weighted in relation
to the extra cost presumed to be incurred in educating.them because of the
characteristics of,..:the pupils themselves, thensocio-economic environment,' their
geographical location, or the size: of their school or sehool district. The local
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distriy is free ,to use these additional hinds ty 'develop the programmes which
arc provided to these chlldren.

The one' exception to the phpil weighting approach is the assistance for
French language prbgrannhes for ,both Francophyne and non-Francophone ehil-:
dren, which is in the forth of an equalized per pdpil gradt. But, el/cm here, it. is
wetrth noting, though thesq. may -be considered categorical grant's' by some defi-

.nitions of .th4( ter1W thei, are mot "earmarked". Thlit. is, tlie money-for French
language- 1.Srogrammes .fornis merely part of the block grant maNe to a board

, by the provincial governini!nt. -

-The province: also finances -recognized' extraorilinary emienditures-L-tlebt
tfansportation, ants Capital expenditures ,from the revenue krais-----under

a p"neentage equaking formula,, although .with a higher provinci/loial sharing
ratio.-and with more stringent cot controls than those`usedlibr the control of
ordinary'evenditure.s. In exchange for this diminution-in autonomy the boards
may hotroW-on, advantage(ius terms from'the,c anada PensiOn Plan; Thus, while
local boards, prirpose school building tlans, (fhe provincial autharities can, and
fdrequently do, dispost- in wavs that shape local board policy rather decisively.

Federal '

'The federal government in canada has historically filayed a small role in.

the financing of schools, since the feMetion has constignionally been reserved to
c ptovilices. li recent years, h6wever, the federal govecnment's role has

'increased ,considerably. In 1970, for example, the federal share ofi elementary
education.expenditures had reached about 9 per cent, although, there was a wide
range among the provincesfrom about 28 per cent in Newfoundland to 2.5 per
cent in, Ontario.

. The federal government in Canada distribittes` aid to provindial govermnents
through tsoth general and categorical- pr6grainnies%:\ General grants_ involve a
revenue. equalization Aiechanism to hring $!ach province up to the mitional average
in per capita' yield for each of its revenue sources, as long as it.,levies, taxes at
national average tax rates. funds may be used for education.and biberprovincial
functionk The ..catcgorieal grants are used primarilY for partilg ,reirnbursement
of language Programmes developed and administered by the proVince. The
programmes, whic4 were .started in 1970,..were designed to 'permit members -of
an official language majority group to acquire a 'knowledge of their- second
official language and, for members of an official language minority group to' be
educated in .their first language. Two Englis)i language provin&s,-Ontario and
New -13Truni.wiek, together account for aboul 80 per 'cent of all Francophone
elemcntaryntudents being educated in the minority language...

POLItY ISSUES

Equalization Ft.

In recent years both federal and provincial ge;vernments have become
increasingly concerned with equality of educational opportunity. In Canadian

-terms this objective has.tvio.major components: equalization of the fiscal capacity
of -:lower,g6vernmental 'Units clo provide educatibnal services for normal student
.populatiot1S; and tilt provision'bf additional resources for 'students with special-,-
educational needs.

To accomplish 'the first 'objective, the federal government uses a general
grant which brings each province Up- to the national average in per capita

fyr each of its revenue sources.. Althbugh the grant does ntit prnvide direcr
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lisistant:e to education it does indirectly support it by strengthening the general
tiscal..cpacity of economically Areak pnvinces. The province of Ontario uses
Ole Mucation-specific percentage txpralizing grant, already described, to equalize
the ability of school districts to Spend up to a maximum per pupil amount for
ordinary eXperiditures. Fqualizatkm grants are also' used for "extraortffnayr
expenditures, including transportation, debt sexviec, lodging and 'board, and
capital expendittires borne from current revennes.

The provision of resources for students with .special educational needs is
approached: somewhat differently at the fedual and provincial levels in Camida.
Major direct federal involvemen1 is in the form of t ategorieal grants-in program.
areas of national int/lest. These have included teelmical and vocational education,
regional cciniotnic development, and. since 1 97O hilingtinl education. In contrast,
the pi)ovince of Ontario ties additional support of special needs students to its
basic equalization formula. Pupils who are socially, economically, culturally,
or linguistically atypical, who live in remote areas or in urt;an areas with older
buddings.and mot mobile populations, and who require special education ser-
vices, ale 'coUnted extra" by weighting for provincial grants purposes. However,
both_ categorical and pupil weighting grants are relatively free of strings, and
provincial governments and local edffcation agencies (I.e.a.$) have wide discretion
in the use of -thesv retionrecs.

Autonomy and parental choice

In contrast with its level of financial support .of primary school Ailicit .has
historically been fairly low. Ontario has traditionally exerted a high degree of
central control over the structure and content of education, Orticularly Qver such
areas as curriculum., methods of teaching; teXtbooks, and suPe.rvision of inMruction.
Since I 90-;---fhowever, many of the educational policy detisions whicti were
formerly made at the provincial level have been delegated to the. local school
dist ricts. Some of these include: supervisitw of instruction; proviion of kinderr.;;
gartens; textbook selection; curriculum; and transportation. The -Ontario systettr:
thus provides an example of increased central funding. not leading to increased..
central control,' and it shows that deeentrtdization of decision:making can he
facilitated at the same time that the central government increases its share of
education expenditures.. .*

Parental choVe of type, of schooling, defined primaril in terms of seenlar v.
non-secular education, has historically been facilitated through extensiVe'' public
funding of denominatidual (and.. more specifically, RoMan Catholic) schools in
Ontario. At present tkre" are two publiely-supported-eleentary school systems:
the non-denominational public elementary schools, and the predominantly Roman
Catholic separate-school system. )Separate-school boards have the same powers
as puhlic school boards do. They lire empowered to set tax rates on tbe propeay
of separare-sehool supporters, and municipal councils must: on' separate-school
board request, levy, and collect those taxes. Thezt separate-selwol _hoards also
receive provincial grants according fo the same criteria as public School boards.
Consequently, the non-secular schools can 'provide a'realisti& alternative to parents
why &sire a religious education for their childrei.

4.
2. There ate two ProtestAnt sepalate school hoards. No new Protestant separate schools

have'heen establishpd for over WO years.
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ENGLAND AND WALES

.13AckckttooNn INFORMATION

. The United KIngdow is a constittdional monarchy. Its.. major Aubdivisions
are England, Wales, Scotland and Northern Ireland. /the vast majority of thj
populationover 80 per eent-----Aides in England, with large concentrations in
the southeastern part of .the cormtry in the area around tomhm. Although the
United Kingdom is formally a unitary state% government practice resembles many
(if the federal states described in this paper, as substantial authority for the
provisitm .of public sinrvices; including education, has been delegated to lower
governmental traits. Its

In January 1975 there Were about. 4 950 000 primary school children
enrolled in Englan* and Wales in 22 q78 rimary schools maintained in Whdle
or in part by the local education authorities. These Are the so-called "maintained"
schools. These inclikled about I 300 000 children enrolled in 8 000 "voluntary"
schools (that is, schools .having a church- idenominationalj affilivion). In addition,
approximately 430'000 children ,(all grades) were enrolled id sonic 2 40(1 inde-
pendent (non-state) schools.

FINANCE ARRANGEMENTS

The English approach to financing primary education combines a fairly
high level of pooled central skupport for locally-provided services, including
educatkm, with extensive local control of the allocation of these resources. In
contrast with most other countries where local, authorities must allocate funds-
for the schools according to centrally-determined eriterias the local authOrities.
in Englami possess considerable discretion over the allocation of funds between
education and other functions. The local education authorities (Le.a.$) similarly
have Wide discretion in allocating resources timong 'school levels and program
areas. In the !ivords of the author ol the eouhry study on England and Wales
on the arrangen*nts for providing and financing education: "There is riot really
II system, but rhther a legal framework within which many independent bodies,
uperate.,"

, Localities in England rely largely on property taxation to provide revenues
for all pa6lic sttrvices, including education. However,' since local income via
the "rates" Is frequently too small and insufficiently budyant to meet all expen-
ditures that local authorities must meet, central government transfers are used
to supplement local revenues. The system of transfers in 'England reflects the
integration of educational finance with local public 'finance and the high &Fee
of loeal autonomy. The ,rate support -grant. Ikhich is the most important granr,
in the.system, is a block grant whick provides over 50 per cent of local government
revcnusps. ,The, grant is provided by the central government to localities to
eqUalize access to resources for all locally provided public serviees,. including
education. It operates in the folldwing manner.

The grant has two major elements; "resources", and "needs" elements.
The 'resources element centers around a Wealth per capita mewsure, based on
the standard .prodUct of a pennY rate". This is calculated by Multielying tho,
pdpulation of a local authority by one per cent of the .ratable.yalue .per capita
for all of ngland and W4les. 'Local authorities -whose actual product* is ,below
the standard product are subsidized by the government to bring them ur, to the
national average; however, richer authOrities are not !`taxed" to cut them down
to the average.

The needs element arises from the recognition 1,of the different levels of

't,tt
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demand that focal"horities have to face. Among the variables taken into
account are: total population; number of children under 15 years; number of
chikken tvdor 5 ye_at; population over 65 years; population density; roads; tate
of 'decline of .Population; metropolitan jurisdic.tion. (The most significant of
these weights include yopuliltion-50 per cent, and the education units-7-40 per
tent--.---which are weighted according to pupil age level.). '1;IN total weight per
thopsand population of all the elements is calculated an'd compared with a base;
the excess is multiplied by a given number of pennies pei person, which then

/ constitutes the grant to the local authority,
The rato support grant can be used by the locality at jis discretion. Although

a portion 'cif the grant is' implied for education, :The locality does not haVe to
use it for school py,rpuses. In addition, the funds which are allocated by the
locality to the It*(117-can te used with great discretion. Although the central
government may view primary education as a greater priOrity than secondary
educatiop, the may choose to concentrate its resources in other areas, with
little likelihood of central government interferences. The English approach. to
transfers may be summarized in the fo'llOwing way: The systenOas it works at
present does not make for a strong connection between finance and objectives if
by that is inFant one by which the central government can.determine what.happens
at the periphery. Where funds are made available, even if a general purpose
is being aimed at, in large part tlie detailed allocation will be decided locally.
And the specific purposes reached will not always correspond to the original
broad objectives. Thus, while lack or funds may inhibit development, their
provision does not necessarily encourage it.

The approach described above is also apparent in 4he one recent English
effort to deal with a specific education problem, namely educational disadvantage.
The problem was highlighted in the Plowden Report of the mid-1960s, which
argtied that there should be positive discrimination in the allocation of resources
to tchools in deprived neighborhoods. The response of the central government
was an extra allocation of school building f(uids in priority areas, and an extra
allowance for teachers in exceptionally difficult schools. And, toward the end
of the 1960s, the government introduced an Urban Programme which covered
housing, health and welfare, as well as education. However, all of these-funds
were provided with few restrictions from thc centre. The procedure adopted
was to decide centrally .the resources available and the criteria of need, accept
bids from I.e.a.s for resources, and select or grants thosc schools where the
needs were judged to be most urgent. -

L.e.a.s initiate capital projects and bear the interest and amortization costs
of loans. However, they must apply to the central government for permissdon
to raise a loan for school building. PermiSsion is not automatically assured.
lndee,cl the central government has been able to use its loan sanction" powers
to influence stanckirds of school accommodation across the country, and to
promote its reorganization plans, especially in the area of secondary education.
However, in the area of capital construction, as elsewhere in schdol policy, the'
central government can restraint cajole' and offer rewards to the 1.e.a.s, but it
cannot order or demand with any certainty that it will be obeyed.

POUCY ISSUES

Equalization

The approach to financial equality used in England has its primary focus
on equalization of -fiscal capacity. The basic mechanism of intergovernmental

transfer, name!), the rate support gritht, is a block grant which equalizes on the
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basis of centrally determined criteria of resqurce$ and needs for all public
services. There are also some specific grants whieh focus on services for children
with c ucational disadvantages, most notably The Urban Prograrhmc, which alsoslit

provid resources for housing, health and welfare, as well as education. How- s
ever, the resource allocations' are relatively small in comparison with the general
rate support grant. i
Local Autonomy and Parental Choice

Before 1959 the central government supported the expenditures of local
authorities by means of a capitation grant and varying percentages of different
types of approved expenditures. For prittiary schools, the percentage reimburse-

, nients, were typically fixed at 50-60- per cent of expenditures. The process
of auditing local authoritYtaccounts to de/ermine allowability or non-allowability
of expenditure* for reimbursement supported a great 'deal of, at least, formal
control by` the central authority over local authorities' activities. The change to
a block grant system has *Mit it &Hai degree of relaxation of detailed control
via financial mechanisms,: and has reinforced the sense of wide discretion that
local authctrities in England and Wales have enjoyed.

However, two qualifications are in order. First, the power of the centrid
government to set the overall size of the funds available for block grants is ve6,
important ati$Ittal authorities find that in times such as the present, with central
gOvernment ti es of funds being severely constricted, their freedom of action
and discretionary pow&.s, while still great. in aspiration,. arti rather limitc&in
praCtice. Second, the central government has assumed -steadily greater -powers
of directioii via non-financial instruments, particularly in the area of secondary
school organization.

The local authorities uge public funds to maintain church-related (denomi-
. national) schools alongside their own ("council") schools in return for a certain
degree of control .over schoor staffing, curricula and other school policies. In
that way, parents (especially Roman Catholics) who wish their children's education

_to embody a specific denominational emphasis are able to do so without extra
cost.

Increased parental involvement in educational decision-making has become
an issue within the last ten years, as dissatisfaction with the performance of the
educational system has led to increased pressure for parent input. To date, there
has been some seudy of the issue,- but no financial instruments have yet .been
developed to frilitate parent. participation.

GERMANY

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

The Federal Republic aof Germany, establiished in 1949, contains eleven
Lander. These include the eight large-area Lander of Schkswig-Helstein, 'Lower
Saxony, North Rhine-Westphalia, Hesse, Rhineland Pafatinate,, Baden-Wiirttem-
berg, Baviiria and Saarland and the three city-states of Hambhrg, Bremen and
Berlin. Undir the 1949 Constitution the Lander have %en even primary
responsibility in the area of primary education.

In 1974 there 'were approximately 6 481 000 pupils attending 18 boo primary
and lower secondary schools in the Federal Republic. Of these, about 41 500
pupils were hi non-public ,schools. The non-public primary school ,population
tl)tis CiSnstituted about 0.6 per cent of . the primary school enrolment.
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FINANCE ARRANGEMEN IS

1.and--(;enieinde

The German approach to primary school finance is marked by a fairly
high level of central government (Land) finance, and a substantial, although
often indilect, influence of the central government on local expenditure of
revenues. Local school authorities (Schulträger) and I.iinder share responsibility
for the admiMstration and financing of primary schools. The Schultrager are
usually the communities (Gemeinden). This division of responsibility dates from
the nineteenth century, when the Liinder gained responsibility for "internal school
matters", i.e., curriculum, hiring of teachers, teacher training, and the general.
structure of edqation, while the ciemeinden were leit with the responsibility
for fion-pedagogical, or "external" school matters, such as the establishment
and maintenance of schools; acquisition of materials, and hiring pf subsidiary
school personnel. With thr; promulgation of the Basic Law of the Fe'deral
Republic in 1949, the primacy of the Liinder in educational decision-making
and in the responsibilitY for educational finance was firmly re-established, and
the previously-established division of educational respongibility and competence
between the individual Land and. its communities was, in principle, maintained.
Along with the increase in I.and contrpl came an increlise in the proportion of
FeventIcs provided 'by I.and governments. By 1 973-1974, Land-raised revenue
comprised abbut 69 per cent of the share of -the total for all schools, and about
62 per cent of the total for primary and Jower secondary schools, while revenues
raised by the Schultriigcr or local school authority (usually a county or community)
averaged nationwide about 30 per cell( and 37 per cent in the respective
categories.

Intergovernmental translers from I.and governments to local governments
in Germany are of two basic types: a general financial equalization _grant, and
appropriations for specific services and categories of eXpenditure. The former
is distributed under two criteria which have different definitions in different
Liinder. They inchide a financial requirements indicator based mainly on popu-
lation and commun. size, and a tax-income indicator based on land-, trade-,
and income-tax evenues. The purpoSe of the grants is not to achieve complete
equalization, but rather to improve the financial strength of the Community up
to a certain level. The second-type of grant, namely.categorical grants, which are
earricirked for particular purposes, are also used in the direct funding of education..

In the area of professional personnel the Liinder play a major role in the
determiniron of personnel costs and in the allocation of personnel to individual
schools. '11 h ugh partly bound by constraints imposed by a federal civil service
system 'which. las strong tenure and salary restrictions, they have considerable
control over those factors which determine the need for teachers (pupil-teacher
ratios, hours of instruction, and teaching load). The costs of these Land decisions
are fully financed-at the Land level.

In contrast. to teacher salaries, the responsibility for financing other operating
expenses rests ,primarily with the Schultriiger. However, the central government
exercises a high degree of control of these expenditures through regulatioms which

. require and/or proscribe local activities, In the area of' learning materials, for
instance, the Liinder issue lists of school books that are permitted for. use at
various class lvvels in different types of schools, and specify the minimum and/or
maximum per capita expenditures for learning materials. The I.inder may also
establish certain standards of equipment and maintenance to be provided by
Schultriiger. The intended effect Of these regulations is to standardize the
educational programme;offering within each Land.
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Al/ Lander Participate in financing school building costs via specific sub-
ventions, and they till exercise a rather high .degree oLLegtflation Oyer matters
of school construction. Aost Lander are involved in suchritspects of capital
constructim as: assessment of the supply and availability of e&ational facilities;
the determination of future capital needs; specification of classroom and model
school standards; establishment qf centrally fixed cost standards to which state
assistance is tied. However, thure are some important differences 'among the
Lander these matters, manifesied in two main ways: 'first, in the magnitude
of Lan upport; second, in the level, and proportion qf different types of suppott
whiich in addition to specific suqventions, may include interest-free loans, interest
and tepayment subsidies, and contributions to investment funds.

., r

Federal .Government

Uhder the Basic Lawof 1949 the German federal government was Oven
no responsibilities regarding the provision of primary and lower secondary edu-
cation. (This was changed slightly with the' revision of the Basic Lavj in 1960,
but the federal government still haS only very limited powers to participate- in
.certain general structural areas of- school dicision-making,) As a corollary,, it
plays only a miniscule role in the fihancing, of primary edueation. In contrast
with Ausiralia, the federal government does .not provide the local Schultrager
with any direct grants or transfers. It is limited to providing support to the
'Lander through general and special fiscal equalization grants. The former
guaranteepoor states-, i.e., those with a combined state aim] community income
tax reveitites below the federal average, at least 95 per Cent of the tederal
average. The latter support investments in low income states. These grants
may indirectly support education by strengthening the fiscal capacity of poor
Lander to provide it.

POLICY ISSUES

Equalization

The concern for equalization of fiscal capacity has been demonstrated by
both Land governments ahd the federal government in Germany. Both have
developed fiscal equalization mechanisms which attempt to compensate fore._

differences in the fiscal capacity of -lower government levels to provide public
services and which incorporate measures of community need. By strengthening
the econoMie base a the Lander and Gemeinden, federal and Land governments
respectively contribute at least indirectly to the abilit9 of fiscally weaker units
to provide a qualk educational PrOgramme.

1TALf

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

The Republic of. Italy is a unitAry state which has 6ent,ycars moved .
toward-a more deeentralized administrative structure. 'I' country noev contains
20 regions which function as intermediate governmental units, between the central 4

government in Rome and over 8 Ow communes, the locAggovernmentit: units: .,

The regions of Italy vary widely in their level of- eebnomie development.
In general the northern portion of .the couriqy is substantially more economically .

developed than southern Italy and Sicily. . . .

.

In 1975-1976 the number of children in primary schools- in Italy was

ti3 v
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approximately 4 500 000 and the number of schools about 31 000. '11!e number
of children in non-public schools was quite silvan, totalling only about 7 per cent
of the primary school population.

VINANCE AlatANGEMENTS . I

,
The responsibility for the proVision of primary education in Italy is, shared

amOng three levels of government. Ilistorically the state has played a panimount
role since until recently it was constitutio responsible for the establishment
of schools, the recruitment payment of teac s,. the determination of curriculum
,anc) the provision of teXtbooks and other" supporting services. Beginning in
19,2, however, the newly-created regions welt: granted more amthority over
support structurt:s and ancillary services in the :ilea 'or primary education. 'the
regions in turn have dekgated much of this responsibility to the comnnines,
which now play a more important role than they did in the past.

However, the decentralizatiovof tlecision-making over the primary edu-
cation was acconipanied by centralization of responsibility for it s finance. Since
1973 local taxation has accounted for only about 15. per cept of wry ;eduenti6n

1\itr 5 per cent. tate financeevenues, and the state share now stands- at about K
generally takes two Wins: intergovernmental transfers to both the, .gions 'and
the communes whieh are based on the concept of eqyalimtion of .fiSeal capacity,
and direct funding of specific elements of the educadonal programme. .

The first type of tkrant is usually a non-speaie .block grant, which is
distributed' on the basis of centrally determined criteria. The grants to the
regions, for example, are bzised,on population (60 per cent), surface arca (10 per
cent) and economic capacity measured by such factors as itnmigrationz unemPloy-
ment and' per capita income (30 per 40). Grants to the communes are based
on school poptlation (50 per cent) and compulsory school age population
(50 per cent) and tend to have a corrective mechanism which favours snvall,
scattered schools. Direct central funding, in 'contrast, is usuall)t*function=specific.
Allocations are made for categories such as teacher salaries -and other current.
expenditures on the basis of centrally-determined criteria and are non-trapsferable 16

aniong eatogeries. 00,

Since 1972 the regions have also begun to play a role in primary education
finance. ln categorical areas such as transportation, hoard and family subsidies
the regions delegate responsibilities to the communes and transfer the funds
which are required for their execution. The funds are usually distributed according
to two criteria.: the size of the school population, and the socio-economic conditions
of the area. They are. also subject to different degrees of regulation across the
country, although the tegions in general reserve the right to decide on the
allocation of resources to different educational levels.

In the area of-capital expenses, there has also been a substantial increase/
in central funding and regulation during the post-war period. As educational
requirements have continued to outpace local capacity to construct and renovate
school buildings, the state has had to play a more active role. Today the .state
is integrally involved in the determinatiOn of planning costs, purchase. of...sites
and projcetion of increase in construction cogs, as weel- a* in thelintinemg of
the construe0on costs 'of mostprimIty sehodls;

POLICY Issurs

Equalization
.The Italian government has in recent years developed a number of financial

instruments in pursuit of' the goal of equalization in.primary school finance. One
of the most important' ones is the fiscal equalization mechanism, deseribed in
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,
, . the previous section, which worki to achieve some degree of equalization of

access to hot resourc'es. Second, hr its distribution of funds for specific purposes,
such as equipment and investment, a higher proportion of resources is reserved
for the eConomically-weak sections of the country," Southern Italy, for example,
with .30 per cent of the Italian pupils, is guaranteed 40 per cent of' the' ne 'S
resources for these functions. In addition, efforts h

pr
ave also .been made to wide

additional resources for extra Services for childre r. who are culturally disad-
vantaga.- The state guarantees a threemhour extensa n of the school day by
fully financing the overtime .pay of required teaching syi.

Autonomy and choice

Educatiomit decision-making in Italy has historically been highly centralized.
Allocation of resources among categories has hien centrally-determined7 and
localities haVe had little authority, to shift resources according to local priorities
and needs. In response to concern with the high degree of rigidity 'and lack of
innovation in. the system the 'Italian government has in recent years moved
towa,rd decentralization of decision-making. The process hag" taken place at two
leveli.
flie most imkrtant involves the creation of councils for the participation

of parents, teachers and students in the';government of each school. These
councils, which were established in '1975, have been given small budgets which
include funds for certain items which.were previously 4dministered by the central
government. Beginning in 1976-77, the councils' will be entrusted with fairly
large sums and) will be able to distribute funds in a larger number of areas,
including maintenance and current ext>enses, in-service Jraining, didactic material
and extra-curricular activities.

The second area of decentralization has involved the establishment of
regional authorities with responskility for a variety of functions, inclkling some
aspects of the educational programme: Much of this responsibility has been
delegated to the communes, along with the financial resources to' ensure their
provision.,

NETHERLANDS

BACKGROUND iNFORM,ATION

1The,Netheriendsir-h*cottstittrtionat-monarefirwith- it.ttitittriftfornt-ofvoreen-0.,,,,.....v
mental structure. In comparison with thc other countries in the study, the.
population of the Netherlands is relatively small. However, the compact area
of the country makes it one of the most densely populated countries in the
world.

IA 1973, the primary school cbroiment. of' the Netherlands was about
1 453 000 pupils, in about 8 300 schools. About :70 per cent of these children
were in private (non-government) schools, whiCh include both denominational
.ana non-denominational institutions.

FINANCE ARRANGEMENTS

. The Dutch apprdach to the provision of.primary education combines a high
deiree of centralization of finance with substantial local autonomy over orga-
nizational abd pedagogical concerns. The municipalities, which serve as the
local fiscal authorities for tbe public schools and as the vehicles lor the transfer
of public funds to the private schools, piny a very limited Ole in the raising
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Of I L'VC,IIIICS kn primary education. With the nansfer of most of the taxing pow(
to the central government in the 1930s the proportiOn of revenues laised at
the local Vet has remained at about 10 pci cent; centially.raised revenues
comprise the leMalning 90 per cent. Within categories of central goyernment
batiste! payruents, however, the municipalities can toxercise a rau degree of
discretion in .the expenditure of funds.

Local goveinments in the Nethedands receive assistance from the central
governments through tWo basic types of Aransfer mechanisms; block grants and

ealmatked giants. Block giants. which constitute approximately 30 per tzent of
municipal revenues, form the discretionary money for municipalities to b used

for local tasks. Fat marked giants, constituting about 60 per cent of mbnicipal
revennes,' are given fol specific functions, for which the central government is
responsible but which the municipalities imist implement. \Mints for i'..ducation
are of this type. and hence ale subject t6 a high degree or Central gOvernment
regulation., .

TIN funding of teacher salaries is highly centralized. Decisions regarding

of teachers are &ft-unlined mitionally by decree. 'through the Ministry of Edu-
salary scales and,..matters such as class size that determhie the required number

cation and Sciences; the central goveki hment then reimburses municipalities and
ic school boards directly tor the statutory number of teachers. A unique feature

of trfe funding principle is its eZtetision to the private schools. Today, private
schools arc ru now sett for teacher salaiies on the same basis as municipalities
which finance public education. Supplementation of 'state-paid salades by private
schoo s i not permitted,

addition to funding a statotorily-dcfined number of teachers, the Dutch
system permits, to a limiteaextcrit, tho employment of atiOlitional teachers, as
well as \ oeational teachei s. The bunting arrangements injthis area are somewhat

mote complicated. It a municipality employs teachers for public education it

may or may not receive reimlmrsement from the Ministry of Education. School
boards of private ylools may submit the same request to the Minister. If the
Ministry of Education does not reimburse the expenditures for additional teachers
tn the pnblie schools (hey wilt have to be met by the municipality. In this
case, the municipality must teiniburse private schools for a .proportional number
of additional teachers us well. If the municipality meets the expenditure for

adtlitional teachers, it wilt- draw upon its block grant from the Municipalities
Fund for this purpose,

The Dutehtsystem is also quite centralized and comprehen;;ive in its treatment
of other current operating expenses,. besides teacher salaries. These expenses
inclae: maintenance and minor repair of buildings and sites; maintenance of
furniture.. purchase and maintenance of school books and other teaching aids;
school libraries; heat, light, and overhead. The approach used proyides for, central
government reimbursement of au amount of nion4 per pupil that the municipality
.has determined is available to the public schools. The reimbursement, which is
an earmarked grant, comprises two main elements:

A grant per classroom. Actual expenditures observed ill a survey takr
in 1968 form the basis ,for grant calculations, with annual adjustments
Pe take care of .wage/price inflation. The reimbursements depend upon
the size of die municipaWy, with larger amounts per classroom in larger
municipalities.

2. A grant per pupil, also based on the 196R observations. Since 1970
these reimburseMents, too, have been differentiated accordin to the
size of the municipality. 7

.As with teacher salaries, the Law on Primary Education provides for privhte
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schools t(i^i4 (rented comparably with public schools The amount of money
per pupil (k*rmined by a municipality for public schools is then multiplied by
the number of pupils in jaivate schools and made available to them. The
rennbursement of municipalities by the cential government referred to above
comprises both the funds allocated tr public schools antl the funds iliade available
by municipalities to the goveining.bodies of pi iv ate schools. The governing bodies
(if private schools have soMe discretional y power, albeit within prescribed limits,
to spend the money they receive for current expenditures ther than teacher
salaries,

Capital "expenditures in the Netheilands consist mainly of interest and
amortisation diarges for investmout in buildings. furniture and teaching aids.
The municipalities contract the loans for both public and private schools. In
the latter case there is a complex set of procedures designed .to provide private
schools with equal access to building funds, while enstaing that private school
authoriti6 are testi aincd from overbuilding and bear some responsibility for
filling a new school. The municipalities are reimbursed by the central government
for the capital expenditures in the fornrof earmarked grants. The reimbursement,
in fir form of a giant per classroom, is meant to coveri

interest and amortisation charges that relate' to the construction of
buildings. Amortisation is ealculated on the basis of a loan with a
duration of foity years... Schools are classified by age-gioups to facilitate
the system of reimbursements;
interest and amortisation charges that relate o (irlargements/alterations;
expenditures for purchase of furniture a d teaching aids;
rental of buildings. Reimbursement depends on the size of the munic-
ipality.

Policy ISSUES

Equabzation \I

t In the Netheilands. too, equalization of financial resources for education
has been a major concern of the national government .for many 'years. Towards
this end the Dutch developed a system of fiiiance which virtually eliminated
the power of local governments to raise revenues for education (as well as for
other municipal services). Consequently, the tax- inequities, and educational
expenditure inequities, which in other countries were frequently tied to disparate
local capacity to finance education, have been significantly . reduced in the
Netherlands. In addition, through the extension of the principle of equality to
non-government schoots, disOrity in the provision of education:II services between,
public and private schools has bc,en largely eliminated.

Nonetheleiss, certain elements of the financing arrangements in the Nether-
lands contiraaf to support inequalities of fmiding that are unrelated to differential
costs alltVor needs. One element pertains to disparities between large and
small municipalities. Large municipalities receive larger current operating reim-
bursements per classroom and per pupil than do smaller municipalities, despite
the fact that the higher reimbursements cannot be systematically justified on
grounds of higher costs. Of greater significance, however, is the method of .

cale dating the reimbursements. Reimbursements in the Dutch sygor are not
nu e on the basis of the previous year's expenditures, but rather ork the basis
of expenditures in a baSe year (formerly 1962, presently 1968) with percentage
adjustments for price and wage inereass. Thus. municipalities whichbfunded a
particular service in a base year will be reimbursed for current expenditures on
that service,...while those that did not provide iteither by choice or because

.
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of fiscal constraintsmill not receive reimbursement for these same expenditures.
Unless the base year is Updated frequently, certain municipalities will be at a
perpetual disadvantage.

Local autonomy and parental choice

At the same time that the Dutch have promoted equalization of resources
and educational services, they have also attempted to retain a high degree of
formal local autonomy' over organizational and pedagogical decisions. Dutch
municipalities and private school boards appear to have fairly wide -latitude
in determMing expenditure priorities and in using. Central government operating
funds in areas which are locally determined. There are, of- course, certain
limitations. Local authorities are required to provide at least mininnim levels
of certain centrally-mandated programmes or services and are forbidden other
practices, e.g., paying teacher salaries above centrally-determined limits. Despite
these limitations the Netherlands seems to provide another example of a case
where an increase of non-local control does-not necessarily follow an increase
of non-local finance. While the revenue-raising authority has largely been
removed froni local- authorities, they are, nonetheless, relatively free to expend

, funds which have been allocated according to centrally-determined criteria, without
central government interference.

The Dutch have also gone to great lengths to attempt to ensure effective
parental choice over their children's education. In the Netherlands parents
not only have the .right to provide their children with "the education that is in
line with their way of life, their philosophy, or the educational methods they
prefer", but they also have the right to receive public support when ereising
that right. To establish a school and receive public money they, need o make
a request to the municipality and meet certain requirements. The scho hich
ley establish is guaranteed the full right of financial equality, which me s that

it is funded according to the same criteria that are used for the fund' public
institutions. Thus in comparison with all of the other countries in the ly, the
Dutch system would appear to be.one of the most far-reaching in its a roach
to effective parental choice.

NORWAY

BACIWROIJNO INFORMATION

A

Norway is a constitutional momirehy with a unitary form of government.
The communes, which' presently number ,about 450, are the prime units ofocal
government in Norway.

Norway's population is the smallest of the ten Antries examined ib the
study. With die exception of a few major urban centres, ineluding Oslo and
Bergen, much of the country, particularly the northern regions above the Arctic
Circle, is sparsely settled.

The Norwegian compulsory schogl population (grades 1-9) numbered slightly
less than 600 000 in 1976, in approximately 3 500 school units. The primary
school populatidn (grades 1-6) numbered slightly less than 400 000, in approxi-
mately 3 000 school units. The proportion of pupils in private Schools constitutes
about I per cent of student enrolment in both primary and primary/secondary
public schools.
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FINANCE AR R AN6 E MINTS - ,

The Norwegian system of primary '\chool finanee provides for substantial
finance of many aspects of the educational programme at the commune level.
The communes raise these revenues using a local inctime tax at a rate, presently
about 22 per cent, fixed by the central government. These revenues cover about
55 per cent of the total operating expenditura for education. However, the
central government assists localities througN a variety of transfer payments.

The system of intergovernmental transfers in Norwayboth for general
purpNes and for education-- -is based on the principle of equalization of access
to resoprees, and takes into account the different fiscal capacities and special
needs of different areas and population groupA. There are two main types of
grants to localities. The firkt type .of grant, a tax equalFiation block grant, Aims at
the general syengthening of local financial capacity. it provides resources in inverse
relation to local economic strength, and attempts to compensate for differences
in; local capacitymeasured hy revenue per capita generated by the fixed local
income tax rateto provide public services. The second' type of grant, the
earmarked grant for specific purposes, is dOcibuted in inverse relation to local
wealth, and takes into account estimates of:varying needs for schouil resources.
Teacher costs (which tend to be higher per pupil in small, rural and poor
communes) are refunded on a percentage scale, based on the fiscal capacity of
the commune. This amount to, 25 per cent of costs in the richest communes
and 85 Per cent in the poorest communes. On average, the central t,?bvernment

. funds about O5 per cent of standard teacher costs.
School transportation and overnight accommodation 'costs are also reimbursed

itrinyerse relation to the fiscal capacity of municipalities. Reimbursements are
scaled according to the schedule used for reimbursing teacher salaries. On

aveiage, the reimbursement level is close to 75 ver cent of the total costs.
FitilIlly, the funding of other operating expenditures is largMy locally based.
The central government plays little direct role in the financing of these costs.

The Norwegian system of fundiu capital expenditures is also strongly
locally based. School building for coMulsory education' is the responsibility of
the commu es. The central government doc,s provide some grants for building
purposes, wt. -II also tend to be distributed in an inverse relationship to local
fiscal capacity, but these cover only about 10 per cent of local expenditures
for school buildings. The communes may also float low interest loans from the
state hank, but again, these amount to only about 20 per cent of the total
expenditures for school buildings for compulsory education.

POL ICY ISSUES

Equalization

For many years 'Norway has been concerned with the provision of edu-
cational equality for children n all partS of thc Country. The'Norwegian approach
to this ol4ettive has relied heavily on the detailed. regulation of the organizatiOn
and structure of schooling. Through regulation orsuch aspects'of the educational
prhgramme as school size, class size, input ot teacher time, etc. a standard, or
uniform level of educational provision is to be guaranteed all children, regardlesS
of their geographical .location. Frequently?shuntever, cQuipenstitpry provision fl

tavour of Children in less wealthy Tommunes with scattered populations has been
achieved.

Financial instruments have been used in conjunction with regulation to
accomplish the Objective of equalization in Norway.- These instruments, described
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in the previous section, rcly primarily on Qte principle of .equalization of aceegs
to resources for education, WitWanassesattent of soeially differentiated needs.
Expenditures for teacher salariVs, transportation and accommodation are reim-
bursed by the central government in inverse relation to ' the economic strength
of the communes; fiscally weak communes thus receive reimbursement of much
higher proportions of their educational funding than do richer communes. In
addition, the central governme t provides a general resource equalization grant.
This grant helps fiscally te.ak communes to provide other services, i.e., those
which are not subject to speciiic central government allocations.,

Autonomy and parmtal choice .

The Norwegian 'Approach to primary education attempts to foster broad-
based participation in decisions relating to the allocation of' resources. At, the
individual sel)ool level, general 'collaboration committees composed of repre-
sentatives of parents, pupils, teachers, other employees, Ihe headmaster, and the
communal school board, have been authorized to. Make determinations about
resource distributions within the sthool. 'Through these committees, as . well
as through local school boarc4, whose members represent the Weal political
parties, it is anticipated that the educational system will be able to respond
effectively to the community's perception of edutdtional needs by concentrating
its resources in these areas,

SWEDEN

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

Sweden is a constitutional momarchy with' a unitary form of government.
The mtinicipalities which are the. units of local government presently number
about 278, as large-scale municipal consolidation has taken place in Sweden
in recent years.

Sweden's population is the Sceond smallest of the countries ettmined in
the .study With the exception of the population concentrations around Stockholm,
Göteborg, and Malmö, much of the countryparticularly the northern regionsis
sparsely populated. In 1975, the primary school population (grades 1-6) of
Sweden, Which numbered about 713 0(X) children, was honsed in some 5 000
schools.

FINANCE ARRANGEMENTS

The system of finance of primary education in Sweden cpmbines.a moderate,
level of central government finance with strong central control over the orga-
nization and content of the,,local educational programme. Municipalities, which
have the responsibility for maintaining the schools, continue to provide about
half of the resources for primary education from local income taxation, with the
remaining half of the revennes coming from central sources. These latter funds
are subject to a higtLdegree of regulation from the center...

The system of intergovernmental transfer from central government to munic-
ipalities in Sweden shows a high degree of similarity to, those employed in a
number of other countries. The transfers are of two basic types: a general
tiscal4qualization grant, and groats for §poific satgories.. of expendintre. The
formet grant, which is distributed ii inverse ilation 'to lOcal capacity as measiired
by taxable income per inhabitant, is- used primarily to compensate for diffeonces
in local capaciv to provide general municipal services. Categorical, earmarked
rants tend to be used in the direct kinding of education.
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Grants for teacher coSts are among the most important of these earmarked
grants in Sweden. Like most others therare subject to a high degrecof centralized
regulation° The state centrally negotiates collective bargaining agreements with
teachers and headmasters concerning rates of pay, workMg hoursrand conditions
of service. Through the Education Ordinance the state itself determines such
aspects of the structure of education as:. required subjects, numbers of leachers,
teaching periods, etc. It thus attempts to establish uniform pedagogical conditions
throughout the-entire countrY, and fully funds the eosts of compliance with tfiese
decisions. While municipalities sponsor and employ teaching And administrative
staff, the central government defines their employment conditions and pays for
the costs thus incurred.

The finance of other current exPenditures in Sweden differs from the'fi,undingJ

of teachers' salaries. , The primary responsibility for financing these services rests-
with the local unit. The role of the central gövernmeict is more regulttty n

financial, i.e., it eslablishes conditions for or constraints on the use of local
money; it does not fund non-teacher expenditures. ,For example, state regulations
stipulate the provision of 'certain minimum health services and free textbooks
to pupils. Municipalities are obliged to provide the:funds to cover in least these
minima, but may also provide additional servicesusfog loeally-raised raenties
,should they wish to do so. The 6alaries of non-teaching and administrative
personnel,. i.e., caretakers, clerical staff, welfare officers, scholi nurses, etc., are
negotiated centrally by the ,Swedish Association of Local Authorities and the
cemral unions. Municipplifies eMploying these types of personnel----either by
choice or in compliance with central, regulations--have to acquiesce in the
agreements thus concluded. In summary, most additional operating expenses iu
Sweden' are provided by the municipalities under restrictions or conditions which,
are centrally determined.

The Swedish approach to caphal funding parallels the approaches used in
funding. current operating expenses other than teachers' salari6; 'localities provide
.:ir high level of funding, but the central government :4trictly regulates costs and
school .uilding .specitications. Basically the system 'operates 'in the following
way. 'the central government, via the National. Housing Board, develops a set
of coefficients reflecting the, different levers of construction costs in the -varioirs.
parts of the 'country. This' serves as the standard for payment of grants:in-aid
for all projects which qualify under centrally-funded standards. Grants are made
.on a percentage basis inverselY related to local fiscal capacity, as measured by
taxable income 'per capita.. The. balance of the' costs is paid from !veal taxation.
The grants* thus serve t,i,Vo purposeA: first, th4 deterMine a ceiling fOr general
school.construction costs; second, they provide greater assistance to fiscally
weak Municipalities. .

. .

Achievement of the first purpose, cost control, is 'also accomplished throagh
regulation of..borrowing. Even if a mualOpidity decides to erect a school without
applying_for a state grant-in-aid towards the costs, the govexrdnent will not

,. sanction pOrrowing in an amount exceeding centrilly determined standard costs

these cost-levels, the govertupent will deny it ,permission to ise a loan to fin4nce
of constructiOn. Should .the municipality' embark on a roject which exceeds

these costs.

POLICY fSSUES : 1 s

'N. 0.
Eqgaliggion. .

,

For several decades one of the explicit aims of educations" policy in Sweden',.'

.has been to equdlize the provision'of educational services for all students, regard-
less of their economic and social background-and -geographical locatioys. Vwards
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this endSweden has developed an approach which relies less direet1r orr financial
instruments and more heavily on detailed regulation of the organization and
content of the edusational programme. In other words, Sweden has pursued
equalization more through standardi:zation of eduCational provision than through
finance equalization.

Although finance instruments have had more limited use than regulation,
they have still played a role in the effort to equali.A educadonal Services, Most
notable among these instruMents are the sPecitic grants which fully fund certain
elements of the normal education .programme,-for example, teacher salaries, and
partially fund special programmes of national interest, for example, the schooling
of immigrant children. hi addition, the general equalization grant tiescribed in
the previous section indirectly helps fiscally weak municipalities 'finance non7
centrally funded education expenditures 1.1, strengthening the (*cal capacity of
these units. , .! I_ .

Autonomy aI parental rhoiCe

In .recen rh a triovementlowarth decentralization of 'educational decision-%
making has begun to dOelop in Sweden. The high degree of ,detailed regulation,
with, its concomitant rigidity and lack of sensitivity to local needs, has created:
prepurc for greater local determination of the uae of educational icsourees-
Under the S.I.A! Commission reform, portions of which wiil take effect in 1977'
and 1978, the local education agencies will have greater diseOtion over many
aspects of the educational programme which are presently centrally regulated.
Mnnicipalities will alSo be given greater frbedom in the use of salary grants and
will be able to transfer .certain resources among different schools, grade kvels and
student groups. Finally, there will be some decentralization to the school level.
Individual schools will he given the responsibility to plan and establish a school
day that will include free activities aS. well as lessons.

UNITED STATES

BACKGROUND. iNFORMATION

The United States is a federally organized country which contains SQ states,
the DiStrict of Columbia, the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, and a number
of other overseas possessions. Under the U.S. Constitution the states have
plenary power in the field of education, since iiuthority in this area was not
specifidally delegated to the federal government.

The United States, with a population of over 210 millions, is the most'
popillk:if the countiles examined in the study, In 1974 there were 22 300 000
child nrolled in grades (1-8) in 65 000 schools. Just under one-tenth of the
total enrolment is in non-public schools.

Of the .two states examined in detail, California, with over 2I million
persons, and one-tenth of the United States total, ranks first. in terms of population
size, while Florida, whose population had grown to 8 300 000 in 1975, ranked.,
ninth among the states. The two gates differ substantially in the size, structuring,
and organIzation, theit elementary school systems. California has over

WriCschOol diStriceti ailiniboiit 5 MX)000 dlementarrand 1 500 000 Istoondary 'f/Nt
school:students in 1974, of whom 626 000 were in the single Los Angeles school
district. Florida had only 67 school districts and 1 420 000 elementary and
460 000 secondary students, with 80 per cent of Florida's dridents coneentrated
in about twelve districts,
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FINANCE ARKANOEMENTS

The arrangements for financing primary edkation in tlw United St'ates bear
strong resemblance to those described previously for Canada, since there has
been substantial interchange of ideas and practices between the two countries..
As in Canada, education has historically been thought of as a special function
whiCh should be financed separately from. other local services. In pursuit of this
objective states provided for the creation of separate school, districts whose
ekqted or appointed boltrds could levy taxes in support of the schools in the
distrWt and make major decisions about the structure and content of schooling.

In recent years the role of the states in the financing of education has
intreascd substantially, with the average mine share of state-local expenditures
'rising from about 40 per cent in 1960 to about 45 per cent in 1975. However,
local revenues still constitute a major portion of primary educatiOn funds. New
Hampshire represents an extreme example of this, with an 8 per cent state share,
but 'many states art still below 40 per cent, and only a handful fund at the
%per cent level or higher. Florida and galifornia, the two.states examined in
tiuk United Stves study, are in different positions relative to the national average
in live] of state funding. fiorida is substantially.obove it, with the state share
at-62 per cent in 1973-74, while, California is aliproximately at the national
..average, with a 46 per cent share in. 1973-74. ..

Despite tbe differences in funding levels, both states share a number of
charafteristies in common. First, they have both substantially increased their
shRre of education jevenues in recent years. In Florida the state share has risen
from 57 per cent in 1970 to its present level, while in California the rise was
frdm about 35 per cent in 1970a -10 per cent change in a period of a few years.
Second, they represent state governments that have made substantial 'efforts to
introduce greater equalization into their educational finance Mechanisms. The
Florida system, enacted in 1973, is' generally viewed as a model of reform for
other states.

The California system, which was modified in response to a decision of tha
California Supreme Court which overturned a previous statute, has eliminated
some of the more disequaliiing fsgures.. A brief outline of the mechanics of
each of these systems is present6i1 beloW.

on a sys em o in ergovernmen a rans ers opera es loliowing
way: Each school district In the state is required to levy an eight-mill" property
tax rate, id return for which it is guaranteed .receipt of sufficient funds to cover
the cost of a basic level of school provision or $7,45 per pupil in 1975-76. ,
However, the student count is"'weighted to take account of differing pupil needs
based on age ,and progrwme requirements and differential costs of educational
services across the state For example., in recognition of the iMportance of'
early childhood education, children in grades K-3 are counted 1.2 times children
in grades 4-9. Other weights.are used for special education students and students
in vocational education programmes. There isialso a cost-of-living factor ranging
from $0.91 to $1.09 under which a district's total cost level is adjusted up or
down to reflect differential living costs in differing parts of the state.

School district use of funds in the basic programme in Florida is relatively
free of state regulation. Much tRditional ,state regulation, in such areas as
teachers! salaries and pupil-teacher ratios, was eliminated when. the .ney. formula
Wartrifif0Vti: PkiiidtigarfundiVritimbetqf catigadar piftiies
and provides additional funding for children with special needs.. To i?isure -that
fuhds are spent on the target groups, the state hai developed a regulatory

91,

3. An eight-mill property tax theans a tax ok0.8 cents p dollar of assessed valuation.
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mechanism known as school site budgeting and accounting. "The 1973 statute
required a detailed budget for each school to demonstrate the link bFtween the
receipt of specific state funds and the operation' of special school-based pro-
grammes, and to allow the state to trace its funds ,to school sites and pupils.

The California school finance system is also grounded in the notion of a
basic or foundation programme, but uses different instruments to finance it. The
programme is based on the assumption that there is some minimum acceptable
expenditure level of e*Iwation that the state .government should guarantee to all
students, regardless of their school districts' fiscal capacity. For .primary schools
this was fixed at $888 per pupil in 1975-76. To provide this amount, the state
distributes aid under two types of payments: basic aid and equalization aid.
Basic aid is a flat amount of $125 per pupil. Equalization aid works in the
following way.

Each local district is required to contribute a part of its local property tax
to the support of the foundation programme. This amount is determined by
applying a computational tax rate to the district's assessed valuation. If this
exceeds the foundation level the district will 'receive only the basic. $125 per
pupil from the state. If the local contribution is less than the foundation level
the difference between them is provided in the form of equalization aid. Districts,
however, are not prevelted from spending above the foundation level or from
taxing at higher rates. Indeed, they frequently have to do so, as a re§ult of
inflation and rising educational costs. Consequently, school districts have widely
divergent levels of educational expenditures per pupil, that tend to .be strongly,
associated with local fiscal capacity. In short, the system has a number of,
equalizing features, but still falls considerably short of complete equalization.

.The basic school programme in California is not subject to a great deal
of direct regulation. However, school .districts are mandated by the state to
provide a substantial, number of programmes and to meet certain programme
requirements; these clearly limit local autonomy and control over expenditures.
Nonetheless, in the area of taxation- and expenditure beyond these minima and
requirements, local autonomy remains an integral part of the California system:.

In the area of categorical grants, which are targeted to children with.special
neccls, there is more_ extensie regulation of the distribution and tse_of- fundS'vk
Some of the majos programaies linelude, in order of funding_lever

Special Education Programme
Compensatory Education Programme
Educationally Disadvantaged Youth Programme
Early Childhood Education Programme
Textbook Programme

-Special Elementary School Reading Instruction Programme
Bilingual-Bicultural Education Programme

However, unlike 174rida, which has extensive monitoring of the flow of funds at
the sub-district levet California does not scrutinize the distribution of categorical
funds by local school districts. , Consequently, there is tome, uncertainty about
whether the extra money reaches the targeted populations"'

Feder'al-state

As in most other federal countries, the federal government in the U.S. has
historically playai a small -role in the financing of education, since .the, function
has constitutiOnally been reserved to the states. Up until the ,1960s, federal
revenues constituted less .than 4 per cent of the total and were directed to a few .
specific programme areas.

Oln'recent years, however, the federal government's role in school finance
1%
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has reased considerably. Today in the United States the federal share of
odu$tiQn,jevenues has stabilized at around 7-8 per cent, after reaching a high
of about 9 per cent in the early 1970s. However, there is a substantial varitition
irt -the ffderal store across the states, ranging from about 29 per centln Alaska
tdid 24 per cent ip Mississippi to 3.9 per cent in Wisconsin and 4.6 per cent in
Connscticut in 1973-74.

* Itilcontrast with state aid systems, which until rececky have been pro-
dominant* general aid, federal aid in the United States is llirgely distributed
in categorical grants targeted to particular pupil populations. In 1973-74, federal
aitb elementary and ltecondary education was about $4.2 billion, of which
about $2.3 billioñ was directed toward disadvantaged children (largely under
Title I otthe Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965), $500 million
to vocational education, and $300 million. for handicapped children. Other
programmes have .Ipeen developed to firiance libraries, guidance equipment,
provide technical tigtistance and staffing to state education departnients, promote
innovation and parental involveApent in education decision-making, but they

.

rimain a4sritall part of total, federal aid.

POLICY ISSUES

Equalization

For Itihe last decade, school finance equalization has been a major policy
concern in most states in the United States. In the wake of a flurry of lawsuits,
many states, including Florida, reformed their school finance systems through
the adoption of new school finance statutes. 9ther states, idcluding California,
modified existing finance mechanisms with the objective of -introduCing. greater
equalization into the system4. Equalization might also have become major
policy concern at the federal level, had the U.S. Supreme Court n9t upheld the
Texas school finance system in the Rodriguez decision. Nevertheless;.the Weral
government continues o maintain an interest..4w,:the provision of additional
resources for children with special educational needs.

To achieve equalization, both FloriA and California use a variant of a
"foundation" progr*me. Under this., approath, described in earlier sections,
the state attempts to guarantee that at lcast a minimum amount will be spent on
every child in the state,' regardless of geographical situation. In other words, the
state attempts to provide some degree of expenditure equalization. Both systems
also Move in the direction of tax equalization, simply defined as 4equal dollars
for equal Wt effort", but certain features of the.'California finance system clearly
work cou*r to the objective. .

Both' states also recognize the need for providing addltionlil .resources foi
children with special needs. California uos a categorical programme approick
similar to the one used by the federal government, Which.provides: additional
resources to school districts ogtside the basic aid fortmila: In eblitrit14, Florida
Provides. addijional resourceslo high-need students through a Modification of
its basic aid formula: Hightneed students are "weight:ed";.or counted 'extra when
state aid calculationS are made: In tontrast with most othei states, florida also
attempts to ensure that these resources ate actUally spent on the Student-they
were intended for through a financial .accOunting,'mechanism which traces rthe
flow of dollars to children id individual schools;

4. A recent deciaion of the California Sukeiner Ciiuft tided tett these clutnges were
still insufficient to establish a finance system that was sufficiently tie ed from differences
in local property wealthlq be acceptable by the courts.

1
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y
A utonomy and parental choice . .

The extension of the Locus of fiscal decision-making bckiw the school district
level to %include either sehool-site administrators or .parents and students has in
recent years become a policy ebneern in- many states. Towards this objective,
Horida has begun an experiment, with school-site lump-sum budgeting. Prior
to its adoption in 1973, most Florida schools omated under standard personnel
and programme formulae that were established by the central 4°01 district.
School principals could not adapt the standard educational offering to their
particular local conditions. Under tile present legislation, reallocation of resourcesdiamong different programme areas in both permitted and encouraged by c
state. In the particular context of Florida school politics this presumably i ies
a greater degree of responsiveness to local parental preferences than would.
otherwise be the ease.

YUGOSLAVIA

BACKGROUND I NFORMATION

The government structure of Yugoslavia is organized along lederal lines.
The country contains six Republics (Serbia, Croatia, Slovenia, Montenegro,
Bosnia-Herzegovina and Macedonia) and two autonomous regions (Kossovo and
Vojvodina). Until recently the Republics had major authaitye in theil area of
primary education. However, much of this authority has recently been delegated
to lower governmental levels.

Yugoslavia's population of about 20 million places it in the middle of the
ten-county sample. .

. In )975-76 Yugoslavia's primary school population totalled about 2 8M) MX),
enrolled in 13 442 schools. All of these were government-established institutions.

FINANCE ARRANGEMENTS

R ep ublic-Communi y

In the period since 1945 Yugoslavia has consistently moved in the direction
,of great6r decentralisation in the provision and finance of public education.
Along with wide, decentralisation has conic a serious attempt at debureau-
eratization -of chool administrationan attempt to move administration out of
the main channels of local and republic government and into the control of a
set of cooperative and popular participatory institutions. Until 1958 the Yugoslav
central government played a major role in the modelling of the school system.
Then in the late 1950s the republics began to pass laws in the area of education.
In the federal constitution of 1963 republic competence in this area was fully
established. Most tepublics have exercised their constitutional authority through
the establishment of minimum education programme standards and through
regulation of such,elements of thc instructional programme as class *ize, subjectS
of instruction, length of the school year, and teacher qualifications. They also
finance a portion of educational costs.

Through the 1960s and the 1970s, however, the Yugoslav system became
even morc decentralized. The General Law 04 Educational Finance (1966)
mandated the establishMent of "communities of education"; undei the 1974
Constitution they became the "self-governing interested communities of edu-
cation" (SG10Es) the executive authorities in the field of education. The
SG10Es are associations of citizens, employed persons, and teaching personnel
who receive tax funds and administer The schools. At the commune level, they
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-appear to have much in common with the school boards fowl in North America,
except that they offer a definite and important role to teachers and other school
personnel. SGICEs are also established at the school level on the One hand
and at the republic level -On the other. They are presently accorded the power
to esfablile the anit of edtkation (level of expenditure) and to make decisions
ow dm Almaden. of retiources among starious education categories; They a1/9.
enlbY the opiiiin of "addingon" above the miniMum programme standards defined
by the republic, either through taxation or through voluntary contribtitioni from
citizens. The SOICE 'at tfie commune level submits to a taxpayer's vote one of
three levels of cost per pupil: high, middle, or low. A high level of provision
requires an expenditutt per pupil that is 23 per cent above the middle; the low
level, 23 per- cent below. In terms of level of funding of the overall cost of
elementary education the local proportion is quite highabout 85 per cent, on
average, for the country as a whole. Thus, the Yugoslav system is now quite
decentralizedboth at the level of provision and at the level of finance.

Via the republic SGICEs most republic governments, however,, provide
sonic forms of intergovernmental transfer to the SOICEs. Thc grants, which
include a general grant for the development of less developed regions and specific
granis for particular 'educational problems, operate in the following way.

The general grant is distributed to SO10Es unable to finance elementary
educatioft at the pedagogical standard defined by thc republic (this standard
includes thc following elements: personnel expenditures, material costs, and
amortization of basic loans). SGICEs are provided with supplementary resources
in thc amount of the difference between the defined pedagogical standard. and
the available resources of the community, estimated by the application of a fixed
income tax rate on employment and agriculture arid certain other contributions.
Thus, in some of the poorer communities, the local share of expenses for
elementary education declines to about 65 per cent, while the republic share
rises to about 35 per cent..

Republics have also taken an interest in two major programme areas of
current expenditures. The first is bilingual education. In nationally mixed areas
instruction must be provided in two languages, which results in costs about
25 per cent higher than those in monolingual schools. Most republics provide
the *revenues for these additional programme costs. The second area is special
education for handicapped children. Where these children require special schools,
or special classes in individual schools, the republic makes a substantial contri-
bution to their psovision-,on average about two-krds of the total cost.

Capital expenditures are also financed by mos( republics 'on the basis of the
fiscal capacity of the SGICE. The fraction of total capital expenditures that
must be borne locally follows, closely the relation of local income levels to the
republic level. In one of the republics, for exan1151e, localities with a per capita
income at 20 per cent of the average for the republic muat fund only 20 per cent
of capital costs, while those with 91 per cent or more must fund at the 80 per cent.
level. The republics also provide SOICEs with investment credits carrying ten-year
repayment periods. "

Fedtral

The Federation 'government makes funds available in the form of general
block grants to the less developed republics aild to the autonomous region of
Kossovo for general development, purpoaes, including the support of schools.
These funds currently amount to about 2 per cent 'of the Yugoslav GNP. The
republies,' in turn, allocate these fluids for local economic., development, and for
education and Iraining.

\
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Po 11(N. itistiEs

Equalization

The Yugoslav approach to equalization focuses mainly on the equalization
of financial resources. Republic governments alloeate funds to republic SCilCFsp
who in turn transfer resources to Wad SUICEs in inverse elation to their fiscal
capacity ti) support education, in order to bring the level of provision in poor
SGR'Fs 'up to a republic-defined standard. The Federal government also makes
funds (via Funds for the Supplementary Financing of Social Services) available
to less developed republics and regions for the support of schools. in addition,
the republics provide additional resources in the form of categorical grants for
two areas of national concern, namely, bilingual education and velal education
for- handicapped children.

i Autonomy and parental choice

'In the last two decades, Yugoslavia has moved rapidly toivards decen-
tralization and demoTtization of educational decision-making.

Yugoslavia is presently combining a great deal of local auts!nopy in 4riatters
of school Jinance with a unique system of cooperative school systbili goyernance,
in which teachers, parents and representatives of the local electorgte share
responsibilities. The principal aims seem to be to debyreaucratize school govern-
ance, to specify and agree a "contract" of school service between school personnel

NIand the community, and to generate Voys of making school person accountable
with respect to their performance'on the tigreed contract. 4 r his ap pach to local
autonomy echoes the trends that have been developing in many of The countries
under review, as teachers and parents, particularly, seek to add elements of'
participatory decision-making and co-determination of policies to the traditional
structure of governmental provision and control of the schools.

9
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Chapter 11

FINANCING INSTRUMENTS FOR PRIMARY SCHOOLS
AND MAJOR GOALS OF POLICY

Over the past decade, all of the ten countries represented in the study have
demobstrated parallel interests in certain major areas of educational policy. The
leading concern, has been for resource and/or servide equi.ilization, together with
provision for special needs. In addition, there has been continuing attention paid
to the matter of the locus of control of the schools, and to questions relating to
parental choice of schooling. As the previous section demonstrated, the countries
have developed a variety of approaches, employing both financial and non-
financial instruments in pursuit of these objectives. This section will attempt
to synthesize some of the material presented previously, and will, identify some
of the strengths and weakneises of the diverse country approaches to each of

the policy areas.

I. EQUALIZATION

I. FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS 1
There are major differences in the financing arrangements employed by the

different countries to approach equalization among localities. We may first make

the broad distinction between those countries (jurisdictions) that keek to equalize
resource levels fot public services (in particular, for education), in the expectation
that that will facilitate equalizatiOn of service levels, and those countries that seek
more directly to 'equalize service levels. Resource equalization is the primary

aim in Australia, Canada, Germany and Yugoslavia at the federal-provincial
(state/republic)' interface, and in Ontario, in the states of the United States, in
the Yugoslav republies, and in England. While attention to equalization of

resources among the localities is by no means absent in the other countries, the
primary emphasis in Australia, Germany, the Netherlands, and S4teden is on
equalization of the levels of service among the lficalities.

Some cit the countries employ block grants almost exclusively, while others
rely more heavily on categorical grants. In yet others, a combination of block

and categorical grants is employed. goon countries 6pt for full or pirtiatcentral
assnmption of costs. The distribution mechanisms are also quite ifaried. ..They
include flat grants, foundation programMes, as well as a tinge of _equalization
formulas. Nonetheless, some seneral approaches to financing equalization eim
be discerned among these apparedlly uniqbe arrangements, The broad pattefns
Include full central funding, as well as a number of variations on the klattern of
rated central-local funding. These varied patterns will be examined in the
'fictions which- follow.

tN,1
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Full central funding

Two of the OF.CD countries (Australia and the Netherlands5) use a system
of virtually full central goverament funding as a means of equalizing educational
services. In these countries the central governments:- --the states, r.iy the case
of Australia- establish service standards in different categories of expenditure;
for example, teacher costs, plant maintenance and oi 'ration, and transportation,
which serve as the basis for distributing central gove nment funds. In Atitralid%
the starkdards are detkrmined annually, whereat' the Netherlands they are '
based on municipal expendistures in a previous .year with amnial adjustments for
cost increases. However, in both countries the full cost of these determinations
is financed at the central government level.

An area of difference between the Australian and the Dutch finance systems
concerns 'the provision of additional serificA beyond the centrally-established
reimbursement level. In Australia, some private contributions are permitted for
expenditures such as books and uniforms 'Which are not fidly provided for from
public and non-public schools is thus guaranteed. However, across municipalities,
(rated in higher, rather than lower, income areas. However, the disparity in
provision is partly offset by additional government grants to the latter. In the
Netherlands, too, individual municipalities may employ additional teacters
(especially vocational teachers) on condition that 'walkl provision is made for
the non-public schools. Parity of provision within a municipality between the
public and poll-public schools is thus guaranteed. However, across municipalities,
there may he some disparity in teacher resources above the statutory level which
is not compensated for by additional central government grants.

Mixed central-local funding

In most of the tell countries studied, a mixture of central and local govern-
ment funds is used to achieve the objective of equalization. These mixed-funding
arrangements fall broadly into three major 'classifications. Two. of these use-a
categorical grants appioach ki the problem, (although untied equalization grants
for non-educational services frequently accAnpally 'the categorical grants) while
the third relies almost exclusively on' block grants which are distributed using a
fiscal- equalization mechanism.

Categorical flouting

The first of the categorical approaches, used by Sweden and Germany,
focuses primaAly on the financing of teacher costs.. In these systems, teacher
requirements for each commune are determined centrally on the basis of standards
of class size, pupil-teacher- ratios, minimum teaching hours, etc., and are fully
funded by the central government, and in the' case of Germany by the Linder.
In Sweden, the municipalities arc reimbursed by the state for their approved
standaed teacher' coSts, and the funding takes the form of earmarked grants.
In Germany; the Land assuMes the dirtiet responsibility for paying teachers'
salaries and, as the Schultriiget do nOt actually receive the funds, there is simply
no opportunity for.them to use the Land funds earmarked to pay teachers' salaries
for any other purpose. The emplczyment of additional teachers (above the
reimbursement standard in Sweden, of' at the localities' eNrense in. Germany)

i .,
1.5. Although 'about 10-15% of local' government revenues in the Tletheilands are

derived front local sources, these are used to cover a wide range of expenditures, including
schools, so that the school system is, for all intents and purposes, fully funded at the central

,level.
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not permitted". 11'ache restrictions provide a potent basis for equalizing teacher
services in Sweden and in each of the Lander. Apart from the limits set by
geography and demography, localIes should be able to provide approximately
equaliz.ed teaching staffs.

ln contrast with teacher rAeres, there is less direct financial equalization
of other current operating e enHitures in Sweden and Ciermany. Rather, these
costs are .financed mole lie ivily from locally-raised revenues. Central govern-
ments do, however, attempt to equalize the ability of localities to provide these
services indirectly through leneral equalization giants which can be used for
education as well as for other governmental functions. These are generally
distributed inversely in relation to fiscal capacity and directly in relation to need
for public services. In Germany, all of the Lander contribute direct financial
assistance to the Gemeinden, from which the costs of educational makuials and
other school operating expenses may be met, but the precise disbursement
mechanism, e.g.,i fiat grants, equalization grants, etc., varies markedly from Land
to Land, and is difficult to describe generally.

The second of the categorical approaches to achieve equ. .ation, used by
Norway, is in many ways quite similar to_the approach use Swedtn and
Germany. The primary focus of the financial mechanism is ain on teacher
services rather than on total expenditures. However, m Norway these costs
are not fully funded by the central government. Instead, they are financed
through the use of an equalization formula which reimburses iligher proportions
of teacher costs in poorer communes than in wealthier comnittnes. In addition,
legal regulations ensure higher teacher-pupil ratios in small, poor and rural
communes. While the average level of central reimbursement for teacher costs
is about 65 per cent, the r ange is from 25 per cent in the richest commune to
about 85 per cent in the poorest. Other expenditures, with the exception
of transportation and accommodation, are usually locally financed in Norway.
Ilowever, 4s in Sweden and Germany, the central government does provide
indiritet assistance through a tax equalization grant which can he used for a range
of transportation and accommodation, arc usually locally financed in Norway.
to provide a higher level of service, measured in terms of costs per pupil, than the
wealthier Ones.

Rhwk grants

The second mixed central-local. approach to primary school finance equal-
ization relies almost exclusively on block grants by central governments to local
units. The basic allocation principle of these grants in different eounUies is
fundamentally the same: central government funds are distributed to localities
in inverse relation to local fiscal capacity. However, the grants differ in a
number of major areas.

One-area of difference is in the functions which may be served by the grant.
In Canada (Ontario), Yugoslavia, and the United States, for example, the grants
arc edudition-speeific. Although 1.e.a.s in the United States and SGICEs in
Yugoslavia can transfer resources among categories of educational expenditure
and among levels of schooling (I.e.a.s in Ontario can do the former, but not the
latter, sinee there are seaprate secondary school districts), they cannot use the
grants for non-edueation purposes. In Fngland, in contrast, the grants are gederal-
purpose. Even though a portion of the grant is calculated on the basis of ethr-
eational requirements, local governments may use these resources to finance
other municipal functions.

6. Hesse is one_Land that does permit this, hut is except\mat.
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The education-specific grants also reflect what might be called different
philosophical appwaches to equalization. For example, both California and
Florida use what is called a foundation approach to equalization. Under a
f fomoundation rula, the state determines a level of expenditure which k .al
districts must spend in order to provide at !cast a minimum quality edueatio la!
progranune. (1,1sually the level is at or near the state average, although the range
among thc states Of the United States which (Ise this approach is substantial.)
The state then sets a property tax rate which school distri s must levy in order
to participate in the progranmie. If districts, though usMg is tax rate, can raise
less than the -foundation level, the state makes up the ifference between the
two figures. In other words, up to the foundation level, state resources are
distributed in inverse relation to fiscal capacity. measureck in property wealth
per student.

The Yugoslav approach is quite milar, although the term "foundation
programme. (11sualry the level is at ea, the state average, although the range t
%ICE. and the republic Institute f t e Promotion of Education, define three
(high:' middle, low) service standards, from Which a iota! SOICE selects the one
it wishes to provide. The yield from a gived income tax rate is used as the
criterion for assessing local capacity to finance education. 1,ocal education units,
SUI('Es, which cannot raise sufficient revenues .locally to attain the/educational
service standard seletted obtain the required resources from republic SO10E
equalization payments.

The approach used by Ontario, though operationally similar to the foundation
programme, has a slightly different basis. Under the "percentage equalizing"
concept, local districts, rather tlym the province, have the authority to establish
an expenditure reimbursement level, up to a maximum level determined by the
province. However., provincial aid is distributed in inverse relation to property
wealth, Thus, where two districts decide on the same level of expenditure, the

district which is richer in property-valuation will receive a lower level of
.reimbursement from the province.

TUE SIRFNW'lls AND WFAKNCSSTS ot DIFTTRENT APPROACIIFS '1'0 EQUAL-

IZATION,

"lbe ten countries have approached the problem of eqUalization using both
a combination of fiscal and non-fiscal devices, as well as a variety of financial
instruments. At least in theory it- would appear that any of 'these approaches
could achieve the objective of equalization under the right set of circumstances.
11sing the standard of "equal treatment of equals". a system of full central funding
would be perfectly equalizing, if all educational inputs, including teachers with
higher levels of experience- and education, could be distribUted evenly across
the country, state, etc. The same result would be produced under a mixed
funding approach- which relied on coegorical grants, again, if teachers were
evenly distributed, and if central reimbu sement of other operating costs was
sufficient to reduce or eliminate disparititi.s hed on varying fiscal capacity. (The
-latter could also be furthered through regula setting fairly restrictive limits
to provision at both the lower and upper ends of the scale.) Finally, the block
grant equalization approach could also achieve a reasonable level of equalization
if the equalization' level were established and funded at a level high enough to
provide ,a high quality 4ducational programme to all children, regardless of their
district's or municipality's local wealth.

In reality, however, it seems reasonable to conclude that none of thc
countries' finance arrangements has actually succeeded in achieving full c;qual-
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ization. Even where a reason ly equalizing system has been developed, individ-
ual elements of the system ftiive had unintended consequences which are
disequalizing in their impact. Furthermore, continued equalization may roquire
adjustments" in the system, as demographic and econbmic changes alter the
foundations of previously-established arrangements. Thus, equalization continues
to be a stiught-after, ather than a firmly achieved, educational policy objective
in most of the ten corThtries studied.

Full central funding

he Dutch approach to primary school finance demonstrates some of thc
rengTh and weaknesses 'of a system which is fully centrally funded. Its major

strength lies in its virtual elimination of local fiscal capacity as a determinant
of menditures for educalion and the development of a progressive system of
centralized revenue-raisinit. The systea has also succeeded in establishing a-
degree of expenditure equality between pUblic and non-public schools whiph
unusually high among the countries studied. However, a few of the limitations
of the Dutch approach also merit attention. One of these centres around central
government reimbursement of locally-incurred costs.

Reimbursements for educational expenditures in the Dutch system work to
perpetuate existing disparities among municipalities, since they are not based
on the previous year's expenditures but on expenditures in a base year (formerly
1962, presently 1968) with percentage adjustments for price and wage increases.
Thus, municipalitieS.*hich funded a particular service in a base year will be ,

reimbursed for -current expenditures on that service, while those that did not
either by choice or because of fiscal constraint will not reeeive reimbursement
for these same expenditures. However, frequer updating of the base year, or
advance funding of services in places where they e not provided, up to centrally-
established levels, would work to eliminate t is deficiency in the funding
mechanism.

Another issue raiy the Dutch approach to primary school finance
Ooncerns the Oro,/ of additional teachers by municipalities above centrally-
determined reimbursement levels. On the basis of the experience of other
countries, this could create disparities in teacher resources which are related
to the fiscal capacity of the municipality, since these additional terichers are
financed from the small portion of total revenues which are locally-raised. Again,
however, inter-municipal disparities could be reduced by imposing a ceiling on
the number of teachers which a municipality could add on.

Mixed central-local funding

Categorical funding

The strength of the mixed-funding approach which uses gategorieal funding
to finance most educational services would seem to be in the area towarC1 which
it has primarily been directed, namely, teaching personnel. As thc authors of
the German, Swedish, and Norwegian case studies point Out, given the limitations
imposed by geography and other uncontrollable factors, the systems have
substantially equalized the provision of teaching personnel among Gemeindon
within Under in Germany and among municipalities throughout Norway and
Sweden. In Sweden this has been accomplished, at, least in part, through the
provision of extra salary allowances for teachers in remote areas.

The approach, however, seems to be weaker in its ability to equalize other
non-teacher Services; where these costs are not reimbursed by central government
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funds. - Consequently, municipalities which have the fiscal capacity frequently
provide greater resources in these other areas, often With lower tax burdens.
As the author of the Sw6dish study demonstrates, the more populous, more
highly urbanized, and richer municipalities generally- spend more per pupil On
a host of non-compulsory educational services such as libraries, welfare, and
.audio-visual equipment than.do smaller and poorer municipalities, frequently while
taxing themselves at lower rates. Although poor municipalities are assisted by
the tax.equalization grant, this does not suffice to iron out the advantages of
wealihier municipalities.

Regulation could and often does, of course, play a role in reducing dispar-
ities by mandating both maxithum and minimum provisions of non-teacher
services. Municipalities which presently do not provide particular educational
offerings can be required to do so, while others which presently provide
substantial additional offerings -can have limits placed on the extra expenditures
they are permitted to make. However, 'regulation alone would not seem to
suffice if tax burdens as well as expenditures are to be equalized, since poor
jurisdictions would only he able to provide the additional services with above-
average tax effort or by diverting resources fron) other functional areas. Central
government tinancial assistance would seemeto he required in addition to
regulation if tax and expenditure equality are to be achieved.

The above discussion raises an important policy question: to what extent
arc resource equalization and expenditure equalization compatible? Can a
system which aims at one objective achieve the other as well? It would appear
from some of the cases presented that systems which use regulation to equalize
expenditures (or services) may achieve it only at the expense I tax equalization.
By the same token, finance systems which aim at rtsource equalization by
neutralizing tile effect of local wealth on expenditures may not achieve expenditure
equality if the level of tax effort is left to local discretion. On the other hand,
resource and expenditure equalization need not be mutually-sxclusive. Central 4
government mandate of a required level of service, backed up by a fiscal
mechanism to finance it, could achieve both educational finance objectives.'

Block grants

The. third approach to equalization which relies orf block equalization grants
also has a number of strengths and weaknesses. Both the Ontario "percentage
equalizing" approach and the Florida "foundation" approach exhibit some of
the prerequisites of the successful operation of this type. of 'approach to equal-
ization. Among their strengths are a relatively high level of central government
funding of approved education costs (60 per cent in Ontario and 62 per cent in
Florida) which limits reliance on local wealth, as well us a high cost feimbursement
level. (In Ontario this level was originally set between the 80th and 90th per-
centiles in weighted per pupil expenditures.) The Florida system has also placed
restrictions on local tax effort, both at the lower and upper ends. This has
worked to reduce expenditure disparities, as well as tax disparities, since wealthy
districts can no longer add to their expenditures more easily than poor distlicts.

In contrast with the Florida and the Ontario systems,^the California system
highlights some of the deficiencies of the block grant equalization formula approach
to the task of equalization. Despite a substautial- increase in the level of state
involvement in and support .of education in recent years, the proportion of state
funding in California is still quite low in comparison with other countries in the
study. C(nsequently, local propertropealth continues to exert a major influence
on the level of local expenditures on education. Furthermore, the state aid
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syMem still contains a num -of specific elements which have a strongly
disequalizini effect. One of t .se is a flat' grant for every pupil in the state,
which reduces the level of equaliz, ion aid to property-poor districts and provides
wealthy districts additional expent tires above the foundation level. yinally,
sothewhat ineffective knrits on additic nil expenditures by wealthy districtsabove
the foundation level may virtually pre tide poor districts from ever closing the
gap between their oWn levels of expen ture and the state-wide average.

The basic conclusion to be drawn f mi the experience of countries which
employ this third approach to equalizatio is that, unless the range Of fiscal
capacity of localities:is quite loW, full equal ation cannot be obtained without,
a high level of central funding, a formula hich concentrates most of, the
resources on poor jurisdictions. and limitations on .local ellort As with, the
second approch,. regulation may be a useful inst ument to guarantee at least
a minimum level of educational services in certain kwalities, but withoin central
government financial assistance the tax burden which results from the provision
of these services from local resources exclusively will be substantiallr higher . in
poor localities.

3. CONMOI. VIA REGULATION VERSUS RELIANCE ON CENTRAL FUNDING

The distinction between policy instruments based on regulation and those i
based on finance May be artificial since, as. most of the authors of the country ,
studies point out, there is frequently a strong connection between the two ,

approaches to poliey. It is as unusual to find regulations which do not have
financial implications as it is to find financial instruments that are unaccompanied
by any regulations. Nonetheless, for discussion purposes, regulation and financele.
may be considered as different emphases, for there are substantial differences'
among the countries in the combinations they have adopted of reliance upon
regulation, as against reliance upon financing instruments (and, in partieulatt
on central funding), in their approaches to equalization. Although all of the
countries employ regulation to at least some degree for the purpose of establishing
a standard quality of offering among their subunits, some countries rely much
more heavily on the regulation approach than others. A fourfold typology of
alternative approache is itorcsented in Table I.'

It is apparent from Table I that the .approaches to equalization are quite
varied. Australia proceeds via complete centralization of both administration
and finance. Some countries, most notablY GerMany and Italy, employ both
,a high degree of central regulation and a moderate to high level of cciltral

Table I Achieving equalization through regtilation
arid financial instruments in ten OECD countries

Level of central finance

High (> 60%)

Loy tO 'Modeiate 47,9)

Central regulation*

High Lqw,to moderate

Australia Netherlands
Germany England
Italy Ontario

_
Florida

.

Sweden Yugosfavia
Norway California

a) The term "central" refers to the national government in the unitary
mates, and to the provinces/states/republics in Canada (Ontario). Australia
and the United States, and Yugoslavia, respectively.
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funding. In other 'countries, most notably England, Float, the Netherlands,
and Ontario, the emphasis is more on,the finance instruments than .en regulation.
Still other countries, Norway and Sweden, for example, rely more heavily on
regulation than on central' funding nal ach]eve equalizatiot And finally, two of
.the systems (Yugoslavia and California) arc marked .by low-to-moderate use of
regulation and finance, altifough i recent years California has seen a substantial
increase in state involvement in bali of-these areas.

4. GOVPRNMENT gTRUCTURF. AND EQUALIZATION

It is commbniy thought that unitary states- can "manage" a given degree
of equalization of access to public reiources, expenditures or services more
easily than federal countri , and that they do in fact achieve higher degrees of
equalization. Perhaps these assertions arise froni the 'supposition that, in unitary
states, local authorities a wholly the creatures of the dentrat government, while
in the federal -countries there exilts an intermediate level of government between
the, local and natiorial authoritieshence the possibility that local authorities in
unitary states are More subject to direction and control in pursuit 'of national

:goals than they are in federally, organited countries. Pe(haps, also, there exists
the notion that the unitary stata**e ,t3ystematically less diverse, and hence start'
off with a greater degree of equality/ across regions than the federal countries.

For the pdrbose of testing these Propositions, thp ten cduntries in the present
study provide us with five unitary .states (England and Wales,-Italy, the Nether-
lands, Norway,. and Sweden) and five federal countries (Australia; Canada
[Ontario], Germany, .the United Stttcs of America lealifornia and Florida], -and
Yugoslavia). We shall examine ea h group in turn.

The unitary states

As we have noted above, three of the unitary states (the Netherlands, Norway
and Sweden) both attempt and achieve a greats deal of equalization of levels
of educational servke Mann their respective jurisdictions, while England 'and
Wales concentrates on general (not specifiCally educational) resource equalitatioq.
Italy has probably attempted and achieved the least with respect to equalization,
though in its provision for central government appointmeht and compensetion
of teachers it certainly has a potential mechanism for .the achievement of, more
service equalization than is reported in the country study.

In England,.the key device use4 to promote enuaihation is the "rate:support
grant", a general purpose' block grant froi the central government to the lobel
authorities, that incorporates important "ne ds" and "resdurce( elements. There
are virtually no education-specific or categorical grants. While inequalities of
school expenditure from area to arca in England remain, and it is perfectly possible
for local educational authorities 'to starve their primary schools . in order ^to
spend more money on secondary- educatidn' (or' Ai/en gri non-school purposes),
school expenditure _inequalities appear to have been held Within fairly narrow
limits.

In the Netherlands, Norway and Sweden, general-purpose block -grants to
local authoriti s provlde for4equalization of revenue bases, but the most important
device is the Ii&ip et central government reimbursement of all (or part) of
allowable teachers 1la& costs; and other- expenses'. Given the data available
in the eduntry studies it is not possible to make any comparisons among these
three countries, or with England and Wales, with respect 40 their Success In
equalizing expenditure or Service leveli across localities.
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The federal countrin

When wZiurn to the federal countries, there is as much equalization activity
to be observed (and probably as much, if not more, -sueeess achieved) as in
the unitary states. All of the federal authoritic!i attempt equafization Of resource
bases (in paitnership with their provincial/state authorities) by means of ,somc
kind of general-purpose block grant and/or tax sharing mechanism,

In Australia, Cimada and -Yugoslavia large block grant's are routinely made
to the provincial levels of government; in Germany, the Liinder share (with the
(iemeinden and the federal government) agreed proportions of the. proceeds of
specified taxes. In addition, the richer Lander transfer part of their ."surplus7.
tax receipts to the poorer. In the United States, general purpose federal aid to
the states and localities i; not as important as categorical aid, but under a
recently established (since 1971) revenue sharing programme, such geniNal purpose
aid .aimed at equalizing aece to financial resources is slowly increasing in
significance.

In addition, in° the field o primary education all the federally organized
countries (except .Germany) provide for the tranSfer of education-specific funds
from the federal to state level. This type of aid is not very large in Canada,
where the emphasis is on general-pm pose federal subsidies, but it is the most
important means of transferring funds in the United States; as mentioned, and
also in Australia. In Yugoslavia, the poorer sub-federal jurisdictions benefit
from education-specific equalization grants, too. Germany 'relies virtually entirely
on general-Rurpose tax sharing devices at the federal-Land level.

Equalization of revenues at the provincial/state level provides only a
potential for the equalization of p*pary school expenditures, or service levels,
aemss the provinces/states. To %Mat extent do the federal countries Manage
,to transfOrm resource equalization ilito "expenditure equalization? "Me evidence
presented below gives sonic sense of the extent of interstate (province, Land)
evalization in Alte five federal countries.

Australia ii-as Mstalled a set of fiscal provisions that appears to result in a
high degree of educational expenditure ,equalization among the states (see
Table 2).

Ta ble 2 Australia: approximate annual reeiirrent expenditure
fr in #tate sources" per primary siudent in governmFat schools,

by state, 1974/75

State

Ne* South Wa s
Victoria
Queensland
So!ith Australia
'Western Australia
Tasmania
All states: average

.
Aus. $

510
570
520
520
505.
540
515

a) Includes adolinist rat ive, superannuation and student transport Olds,
hut excludes specific purpose grilltht for primary education from Common-
wcalt h sources.

Source: Australia, Table 3 (Vol. I).

T hp higher levels of expenditure per student in. Tasmanip pecluMably
refiee,t the higher costs of school operation in that state, but mainland 'Australia
exhibits a remarkable uniformity of per student state avcrage,expenditurc.

5
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3 emu* federal government aid as a percentage of tptal
.geeretusest ea education, and eise of personal '.

Wear* .per age child, 1970, selected. provinces

Federal aid X 100
Total government

expendittne

Index of perpomd
income per child

...

.Newfoundland
New Brunswick
Ontario
Manitoba
British Columbia .

Canadi t

4. 28.2
26.8

2.5
12.7

1.3 _

9.0

54
65

123
95

1101

100

vo Persona apd 5-14 weighted 1.0; those-\15-19 years of ay, weighted
1.5.

Sogrcf: Cdrowgks pstorio), from Table 3.1 (Vol. D.

Table 3 illustrates the strong tendency toward resource equalization built%
into federal aid to public education id Canada. The lower the wealth and .1
income levels of a province, the higher the proportion of its government expen-,
diture on education supported (directly and indirectly) by federal funds. However,
as is clear kom- Table 4, sizeable inter-regional variations continue to exist across .4
Canada, in terms of per pupil expendituresreflecting to a. large Aegree the
different priorities given to public education by the different provinces.

Table 4 Canadat expenditures per puPil in public education,
1971-73, by region

Can. $

Atlintic Provinces
Quebec Province
Ontario Province
Western Provinces
Canada

«. . 7 9
. .

3
37

893
955

5

Source: &Mows of Vational Pollan for Education: Canada. OECD,
1976, Table. 7, p. 53.

Table 5 4enionstrates how equaliszation of access to finandal resources across:
the wide-area Lander in Germany .has resulted 'id:substintial reduction in inter-
.Lend inequalities, at least as these are reflected in average financial resources" ,
.7of the Gemeinden. Before .equalization the ratio of Gemtinden resources in the
most affluent Land (Hesse) lb, the least affluent (Saarl#I) is 1.68 : 1; after

. equalization **ado is reduced to 1.19 to 1. Although, as the data in Table 6 \.t.
suggest, dispaddas from Land 40 Land in exPe itures per pupil enrolled in
elementary schools .cOntinue to be substantial rtainly higher than ihOle
observed among the states of Australiai-7-it is, impo t to note. that. the idtuation
in Germany does not simply reflect pre- (or even post-) equalization Laid income

, or, linancifil resource levels. One of the poorer pre7equilization Under, SchlesVtlg-
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Table 5 ,Itembityt nikamelel reenerces ,st ifisisobaiker
bOon itkir eqtaaliaatIons by Laeri, 073

DM per inhabitant

Before
equalization

After
equalIzation

Heise ' f 575 873
Baden-Wlirttemberg . 538 812
North Rhine-Webtphalia 524 816
Reverie 485 78.5
Schleswig-Holstein 411 817
Rhineland Palatinate 458 786
Saarland 344 i 736
Lower Saxony 419 - 797

Source: Germany, from°Table 14 (Vol. .1),

Holstein, spends more per elementary pupil than do two Lander, Baden-
WartteMburg and North Rhine/Wkstphalia, in both of which the Gemeinden art
better off, pre...and post-equalization. .

It is reasonable to suppose that, because the extent 'of financial equalization
across Lander ichieved is very high, and because there is. full Land twumption
of teacher costs, a great potential exists for equalization of schnol expenditures
and service levels in the primary grades. However, titat potential appears to have
been not fully utilized. ThisGerman authors 'also implied that disparities in
other indexes of school provision were also significant.

*
Table 6 Germany: net expendltum per pupil In elementary

(Grund- Haupt- ad 'pedal ecboobil, 1973;
and number of rei

i
ular timbers per dam In elementaty iebools,

1972, by Land

Large-area states

'a..

Expenditures
DM

Regular
_teaphers
pit class

,
. -

Hew .2 046 1
,-.

0.93
Baden-Wilatemberg, . 1 740 0.99
North Rhine-Westphalia . 1 892 .0.96

& Bavaria . , 1 979 1.14
Schleiwig-Holstein 2 215 0.85
Rhineland Palatinate 2 029,, 1.17
Saarland ., , 1 846 1.06
Lower Saxony 2.075 1.01

Large-Irma states: average 1342"

CO-states
.Hamburg 2 911 4.16
Bremen 2 408 1.18
Berlin 2 361 1.27
CitY-states: avirige 2 577(\
Country average 1/978 1.03,

&sem Ofromay. Tables 12 and 20, (Vol. 1).
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The United States continUes to tolerate extensive inequalities of expenditure
levels' for education across the 50 states (see Table 7). Current operating
expenditures per pupil range from $834 (Mississippi) to $2.005 (New York); for

.expendituies the range is from $921 to $2 241, or a rittio of 2.3 : 1, in these
wy states. WIth few exceptions', average state schooh expenditures per pupil
syamatically reflect average state wealth and/or income levels.

Yugoslavia, too, has'been able to do relaiively little with espect to equal-
iption, while the country has given its prinielittentiOn to the task cif expansion
a school" provision. However, thc economically Itis-developed republics do

kef c.

;

Table 7 Estimated Axpenditure per pupil ln average daily attendance .o pubik elementary
and secondary day schools, : 1974-75

State or
Other arca

United

Expenditures

Total°

2

Cur-
rent'

3

per pupil

Capi-
lid

outlay

4

Inte-
rest
on

school
debt

5

States $1 431 $1 255 $133 $43
Alabama 933 871 56 6
Alaska 2 228 1 624 491 1 43
Arizona 1 546 1 176 328 42
Arkansas 1 087 896 164 27
California 1 371 1 210 116 47

Colorado 1 423 1 188 188 47
Connecticut 1 596 1 507 46 43
Delaware 1 723 1 485 169 69
District

of Columbia 1 957 1 814 143
Florida 1 392 1 147 222

'Georgia 1 087 1 000 53 34
Hawaii I 600 1 384 , 210 6
Idaho 232 910 299 23
Illinois 1 637 1 376 218 43
Indiana 1 298 1 074 181 43

Iowa I 400 1 240 132_
Kansas I 607 1.444 137 26
Kentucky ,960 864 60 36,
Louisiana 1637 1 376 218 .43
Mainc,' '1 130 1 007 92 31

Maryland 1 771 1 369 354 47
Massachusetts 1 504 1 356 87 62
Michigan 1 770 1 547 164 56
Minhesota 1 635 1 423 159
Mississippi 921 834 77 10

Missouri 1 201 1 078 '9'7 28
Ntontana 1 392 1 269 101 23
Nebraska 1 378 1 211 137 30

State or
other area.

Expenditures per pupil
late-

2

Nevada 1 308
New Hampshire 1 173

Ncw Jersey`-
New Mexico
New York
North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvaniw
Rhode Island

SoUth Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Vermont
Virginia
Washington
West Virginia
Wis .onsin
Wy ming

a

American
Samoa

Canal Zone
Guam
Puerto Rico'
Virgin IsIands

1 713
1 282
2 241

1 151
1 199

1 270
1 1 1

42
587

1 665

1 125
1 062

997
1 073
1 265

1 267
1 231

3-:10-

I 020
1 452
I 404

891
I 603
1 114

483
2 149.

Cur-
rent'

3

1 101
1 095

1 565
1 052
2 005
1 052
1 032

1 144
1 009
1 425
1 446
1 493

984
973
901
894
942

1 095
1 054
1 199

910
1 323

322

880
1 460
1 114

453
1 572

Capi-
tal

outlay

4
. _

135
42

94
216
165
86

140

93
108
188
53
98

113
77

. 59
128
301

127
139
109
94
91
61

11
41

30
677

....._.

a) includes ci rrent expenditures for day schools, capital outlay, and interest on school debr
b) includes expenditures for day schools only: excludes adult education, summer schools, community

colleges, and community services.
) Estimated by the National Center for Education Statktics.

d) F.stimates for 1972-73.
Sources: U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, Natignal Center for Eduiatlon Statistics,

Statistics ,4.st Public Elemenuiry and Secondary Day Schools, Fall 1974; and unpublished date.

rest
nn

school
debt

_ .

5

36

54
14
71

13
27

33
14
29
88
74

28
12
35
51
22

45
38

-31
16
38
21
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receive development grants from the central government, 'and these include funds
for schools.

Turning now from the federal-state (province, Land) to the state-local
interface, there is also substantial variation in the extent of equalization. Within
the Australian states there does appear to have [leen aelikved a high 5.kgree
of service equalization, given the limitations set by ge*raphy and diverse
population densities. This has been accomplished largely through a system of
centralized state provision, administration and funding of schooling. F.xpenditure
equalization across localities within the Australian states is probably not as
great, as a result of personnel assignment policies: Junior, less qualified (and,

/hence, less expensive) suiff tend to he assigned to remoter, or otherwise less
attractive, areas. But no data on these potential expenditure disrarities are
available.

Since I969. 'Within the province of Ontario a vigorous and far-reaching
policy of equalization of school tax resources has been undertaken, in conjunction
with the reorganization and consolidation of some 3 000+ elementary school
administrative units, reducing their number 'to the presentNfigure of 190: The
country study demonstrates in detail" the ways in which equalization funds are
ehmtielled to local school boards. The present ?,teni of provincial -aid on
ordinary expenditures takes the form of a percentage equaliTh-Se, grant which, it
is claimed, -puts all (school boards on an equal footing with respect to' providing
equal dollars, up to a maximum (c_eiling) dollar amount, per unit of need".
While no detailed empirical evidence is provided concerning the elimination of
expenditure disparities among school districts, it appears diat Ontario has moved
.a long way toward realizing that goal. /-

Within the Liinder in Germany,. as within the Australian states, there appears
to be a fair degree of -service equalization achieved, since the Land authorities
pay for all of the teacher costs that result frOm centrally-determined standards
of teacher provision. However, as noted above, the authors 'of the German
country-,study conclude that within-Land disparities of provision continue to
exist, apparently tied primarily to the remaining disparities in the financial
capacity_ of the individual Gemcinden.

Within the United States as a whole there are considerable differences
among the states in the extent to which they have redneed intra-state expenditure
and service disparities. In most statesand California is a good examplethere
is still considerable inequality in educational provision among school "districts.
Nevertheless there are states that have molled strongly to attenuate, if not complete-
ly to eliminate i-state inequalities Of school expenditurts, and Florida, as we
have seen, is one o them. Using an approach that is like Ontario's, in terms
of assessing district "ni on the basis of tax yields and pupil weights, Horidak
has in the thatter of t'wc or three .years come a long way toward equalizing
whoolidisgrict revenues and 'expenditures for schools. Thus, even in the 'United
States, vhere inequalities- of .sc.hobl. provision are so extensive, a few-of the
states, among them Florida, have been able to move strongly toward equalization.

. In Yugoslavia, the republics channel funds to the local SGltEs for primary
SChool purposes (about 30-70 per cent of the communes receive such aid, depend-
ing upon the republic, and on av,eyge they receive about 35 pe( cent of their
resources for education in this way).. Nevertheless:the more developed localities
-tue specifically encouraged to devote more of their tax resources to school
expenditures by voting for higher standards of provision -and by taxing .them-
selves accordingly. Although the republic, subsidttit-go to the poorer localities,
so that thei effect is to close the gap .hetween the richet and poorer localities
somewhat, they do not appear to suffiet tp aminate the very impqrtantAlisparities
that continue to exist.
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Conclusion

We observe, then, that the federal countriet are ranged from one end of
- the equalizing spectrum to the other. The simple fact of federal governmental

structure does not appear to be controlling with respect to the intensity, or even
the success, of equalization efforts. The conventional wisdom is not supported,
inasmuch as some of the federal countries, clearly equalize at a higher level
than sRme of the more centralized ones.

5. PROVISION FOR SPECIAL EDUCATIONAL NEEDS

Equalization of tax burdens, taxi yields;'. or weilaitures (per capita or per
pupil) is basically a matter of Spmehow direCting additional funds to- needy
distiticts. But in most countries' the concept of equality has been extended to

ace the notion of "uneqUal treatment of unequals". The ,nev4',standard
izes that`children who come to school with physital and emotional handicaps

onomic ,disadvantage, or who require special educational training, need
additional resources beyond those provided to average children. Most countries
have attempted to provide these resources, using two basic financial approaches.

The most common approach ,to providing additional resources for children
with special eduoational needs is through the use of categorical programmes.
These have been employed in a number of the countries, most notably in the
federal systems by the federal governments. In Australia the focus has been
on non-English-speaking migrant children, the socio-economically disadvantaged,
and the handicapped. in the United States, Title r of the Elementary and
Secondary Education Att. which provides additional retources for low,-ineome
children, is the major categoricid aid programme, but federal assistance is
provided for specific functions such as libraries, guidance, vocational oducatiii
as well. And in Canada, federal caiegotical' aid has in recent years been used

'to helji ,localities develop and provide French language instruction programmes.
At the state (province, republic) level, categorical, grants have also been

used to provide lor special educational- need. In California, for example, there
is a wide range of programmes, kincluding special education; compensatory
education, early childhood and bilingual evlucation. In. Ontario and in the
Yugoslav republics the emphasis has. been priOarily on additional assiitance for
language minorities, although the Yugoslav republics also provide extra support 'N
for special edtication.

Under this approach, recommended or required levels of service and the
availability of categorical grants are- often found in tandem, 'jointly reinforcing _

each other. Rules and regulations ab4t levels 'of service to particular groups
go hand-in-hand with financial incentives, reimbursement arrangements, and the
like. .

A second approach used to finance special educational needs employs a
"pupil Weighting" system. Rather.than providing assistance to localities through
separate aid programmes, this approach uses the basic equalization formula for
distributing additional monies. Pupils 'kith Special educational problems are
counted extra for purposes of central government 'allocations. Thus, school
dfitricts with concehtrations of high-need pupils receive additional revenues from
central government sources. This approach is used in 'Florida, and a variant of
it is used in Ontario', to fund services to a range of high-need student populations.

7. In Ontario the weighting is-based not an a count and weighting of "special" students-,-..
but ,on the number of "special" personnel employed to meet the needs of "special" students.
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A new development in iitany of the countries has been the recognitiqic that

more money alone is unlikely to overcome the problems of special educ dons!
groups and that, pew approaehes .to the provision of education are requ d. In
both, Austialia ariJ the United,. States there has. been special -funding for projects
which encourage alternative methods of delivering educational services and which
foster parent and community infolvement. In England, the need for a more
broad-based attack on the problems of poverty And educational disadvantage
resulted in an Urbam Programme which provided locakities with additional resources
for housing, welfare, and health, as well as education.

Another noteworthy change in the arcs of special needs has been the
develcpnient of new accounting mechanisms which isttempt to ensure that
resourees which are appropriated for target populations 'will actually bo spent
on them. Florida has been in the vanguard in this area tith iti new budgeting
procedures enacted in 1973. In short, in addition to more nilmey, Many countries
Ind states are now experimenting with new ways of providing education kw
children -who need special servicea and of ensuring that the money fioWs in
desired Ways.

II. LOCUS OF CONTROL

Aphorisms such as. "More money means more control", "All money cOines
with strings attached", "He who pays the piper calls the tune',.express a viewpoint
that has by now achieved the status of a virtually self-evident proppsition.

THE PROPORTION OF NON-LOCAL FUNDS

In school finance the proposition that control follows the supply of funds
has been viewed as having special significance* for the relations between central
and local authorities, and has generally been taken .to assert that the larger the
fraction of school funds contributed by nowlocal sources, the less freedom of
action (autonomy) willremain in local hands.

Does the evideqce of the country studies bear 'out the conventional wisdom?
Is there a fairly simple, seasonably strong relationship between the proOrtion
of non-local funding of the schools and the powers of non-local governmental
authorities?

Each ..of the ten countries ,(eleven jurisdictions) can be classified within one
of six categories, t. in Table 8, to 8104 the relationship, if,.any, that may exist

Table 8 Degree of .sor-locsi funding And the extent
of local autonomy in ten OECD countrieg

-gon-Local Finance ,
Local autonomy

3.

Low

1.

Moderate

2.

High

'gush (> we) Italy Nellyerlande

Moderate (> 60%) Germany,
4. .

Engfend
OMM110
Florida

A

Sweden Norway
California
Yugoslavia
Australia* 4 9.

a) Facieraktate relationships.
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between the degree of non-local funding and the extent of local freedom of action ,
and power of decision-making (local autonomy).

For the purpose of forming Categories Ifl Table 8, a high level of non-local
financing was taken as 80 per cent, or more; a moderate level, between 60 per cent
and 79 per cent; and a low level, less 4han 60 per cent. Local autonomy was
judged according to the degree of control that the typical local education authority
had over the major conditions of employment of teachers (ininthe?s to be
employed, their level of qualifications, and their level of compensation), because
of the importance of teachers' salaries in total budgets t-or primary schooling.
In addition, a general assessment was made of the extent to which local authoOties
could determine their schools' curricula and mode, of operation. Australia is
entered on the table, though on the basis of federal-state relationships, for the
Australian system of state provision of schools and full state funding makes no
room for the concept. of "local autonomy":

The conventional wisdom would be:supported if the countries ranged them-
selves broadly along the major diagonal (cells I, 5 and 9) of the table, but they
Clearly do not, :The distribution of countries does, indeed, appear to.support the
contention that high levels of local autonomy are not associated with high levels
of non-local finance, but tte moderate-moderate cell is also empty, and all the
other cells have at least .one entry:

Thus, .the answer to the question: "is there a fairly simple, reasonably
strong relationship between the proportion of non-locarfunding and the powers
of local school authorities?" is not proven, at least on the basis of a cross-national
analysis. Of course, within a country over time such a relationship may gi
be demonstrable, but the cross-national analysis can say nothing aboilt-thar'.

TitE Mcmii OF PROVISION OF NON-LOCAL FUNDS

But; if the mere proportion o( non-local funding is not a significant factor,
is the mode by which non-local funds are made available of importance for local
autonomy?

1.et us distinguish between three main types of inter-governmental transfers,
or funding mechanisms: Hock (general purpose); sarvice-specific, non-cotegorical
(for education, or housing, or roads, etc.); and categorical (for teachers' yaries,

Table 9 Type of funding used to aid education,
and local autonomy, in ten OECD countdm

Typical grant 'typft

Non-Categorical
Block
Service-specific
(Non-categorical)

('ategorical

t1

a) .1:cdcral-Mak, mlationshipc

Local autonomy

High

England
Yugoslavia
Florida
California
Ontario

Australia°

Moderate
to low

_

Gernuiny
Italy
Netherlands
Norway
Sweden
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school building construction, 'or educational programmes for the disadvantaged,
and so forth). It might be reasonable to suppose that the greater the .reliance
on block grants and on service-specitle, non-categorical funding, the greater thc
area of overt, detailed discretion enjoyed by local authorities; and the greater
the reliance on categorical grants, the less local autonomy there is likely to be.

Again, a fourfold classification is helpful, see Table 9.
England is thc only country that provides non-local funding primarily through

general-purpose, block grants available for use at a local authority's discretion
for school provision, libraries, road repair, or for any other legitimate use. But,

four other jurisdictions, California, Florida, Ontario and Yugoslavia, use

education-specific grants that are typically non-categorical, so that although the
grant funds are available only for school-related purposes, their -detailed use
within education is not closely Circumscribed. All five of these countries or
jurisdictions afford relatively high degpees of autonomy to the local level.

Five of the reMaining countries, that is, Germany, Italy, the Netherlands,
Noway, and Sweden use categorical funding, often either based on teacker costs
or providing direct reimbursement for allowable teacher costs. And these five
countries also exhibit moderate to low levels of local autonomy. Australia is
again entered in the table with respect to its federal-state relatiOnships and, as
such, is anomalous: education grants .to the states are made on a (programme)
categorical basis (important block general-purpose equalization grants arc also
made to the states), .though the states' autonomy in education affairs is evidently
very high. (A similar relationship exists between ,the federal government in thc
United States and the states.)

Thus, excluding Austrelia, we see a very strong pattern of relationship
between the mode of intergovernmental grant for education and the level of
local autopomy: non-categorical modes of funding imply higher levels of local
autonomy than do categorical modes.

A moment's reflection wiff 'Indicate why this is so. Block grants and service:-
specific non-categorical grants tend to have their "controls". built into them.
At least, their size is, or can easily be, limited. ,On thee other hand, categorical
gLants, especially when they take the form of reimbursement of teacher costs
(or are based on teacher costs), ean quickly turn into blank cheques, with a
local authority treating teachers' services (or whatever else it is that attracts thc
grant funds) as a free, or near-free good. Demand for ,the subsidised factor(s)
tends to grow and the central treasury comes under increasing strain. The almost
inevitable result i the imposition of standards, controls and limits on the employ-
ment of teachers, their levels of compensation, and the like.
. Where categorical grants are used to help local authorities provide services
to specific groups of students, the granting authority is induced to reach out
with regulations defining, ever more carefully the characteristics of the, stmdents.
For example, categorical grant prograMmes TOr the handicapped force- the-ever-
closer specificatipn of just who is a handicapped child and, Oren, of thc maximum
percentage of the child-population that may be designated° as handicapped, for
purpoSes of earning graot funds. In addition, there is always soak incentive
for the granting authority to seek to audit the use of clitegorical funds directed
mward particular groups of pupils, to try to ensure lhat kthe actual recipients of
the benefits made possible by the granting of fimils are the intended recipients:

If the 'experience of Sweden, thetNetherlands, Norway and Germany seems
to demonstrate that funding -based on either the reimbursement or assumption of
teacher costs wilt be accompanied by substantilll control over local authorities'
powers to determine the number of teachers and/or their levels -of coMpensation,
developments in England provide a unique example of a nationwide (not locally
determined) salary scale for teaehers .combined with a block grant system, The
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exIllanation lies in the change made in 1959 in'the mode of channelIng grants
to local authorities. Before that date the central government SU portqd the
expenditures of the local authorities by means of a capitatio grant and
yarying percentages of different types of approved expenditure, including
teachers' salaries. Under such a system there had developed, as we would expect,
a centralized,mechanism for fixing teachere salaries. When the grant mode was
changed in 1959 to a system of block grants, the mechanism for determining
teachers' salaries (the so-called Burnham Committee) was 'retained and hence
arose the "anomaly" of a non-locally determined teachers' pay scale existing
alongside a system of block grants.

A CAVEAT ON THE CONCEPT "LOCAL AUTONOMY"

Before concludipg, an important caveat should be entered to all that has
gone before in this section. We should emphasize again, that the basis for our
classification of' jurisdictions with-respect to thc amount of 'a tonomy enjoyed
by their respective local education authorities is, of necessity, IscvercIy limited.
We hive concentrated on autonomy with respect to the num r of teachers to
be employed, their qualification levels, and their compensation. Other aspects of
school administratjon aro very important in 'assessing, degrees of local autonomy,
anti they have been incorporated in the classification in only a s all and inevitably
impressionistic way. In addition, the question of autonomy ançl locus of control
goes far beyond the fairly narrow range of the relationships btwen central and"
local authorities. Teachers and their professional organizati ns often think of
autonomyas being something quite different from simply the powers of the local
education authority. Indeed, they have often viewd that piwer as antipathetic
to their own aspirations. Similarly, parents and their o ganizations have a
particular view of autonomy, and questions of the locuS o control that is not
caught in the analysis given above.

SOME RECENT DEVELOPMENTS

In general, increased centralisation and bureaucr tisation of educational
systems, coupled with parent and student disaffectation ith schools' performance
records, have in recent years led to demands for m re local participation in
educational decision.:making. The demands have come from a.number of sources.
They have been expressed by school site administratoks and teachers who have
viewed district and state decision-makers as unresponsive to .school needs. They , t:

have also been voiced by parents and community groups' who share similar views..,:.
about educational professionals iri general.

In.response th those demands a number of countries have begun to take,
somes.autious first steps towards decentralizing' educatimel decision-making and
'providing for 'greater local .discretion in the use of some
jurMictions the decentralintion has been largely administrative, i.e., from central
godernments to municipalities,or Le.a.s. In Ontario, a 1969 reform transferred
a high degree of central control over curriculum, textbooks, teaching methods
and the like io I.e.a.s. Ip nary, "decentralizftion cif decision-making to the
itewly.created regirds is presently underway. And . in Nmden, under the ,SIA
Commission reform, municipalities, will have much greater discretion over, the
use of resources in grade levels and schools, and individual schools will be given
new responsibilities.

Other countries have also made some modest efforts to place discretionary
fiscal authority in the hands of either school personnel or parents and studentst

Australit4 South Australia and Victoria have begun to experiment with small
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per, pupil grants to school councils for textbooks and materials, although in
relation to iotal expenditures the grants are vety small. In Norway, general
collaboration. committees at the school level, composed of parents, pupils, and
teachers have been authorized to make determinations about resource.distributions
within the school: And in Italy, recatb-established school councils will soon .
be entrusted with large amounts of mon, which they will be able to use in a
variety of areas. Finally, in this connection, the Florida school-site lump sum
budget should be mentioned. Under this'nrrangement school principals can
now allocate resources among,different programme areas so that they can best
adapt their educational offering to local conditions.

It.. should be emphasized that most of 4he developments described above
are faidy new, generally modest., and in most cas6 probably more symt)olic than
real in terms of their transfer of financial ,power to more deCentralized govern-
mental units and community representatives. Nonethelesti, they do represent,
something of a departure from existing institntional arrangements.

A final observation that should be made concerns the.direction of any causal
connection there may be between the volume of intergovermhental grant-making
and the degree of local autonomy, observed. If any relationship exists at all,
it probably runs in the opposite direction from that implied by the conventional
wisdom. Far from the higher levels of government stepping in deliberately to
buy control of the lower levels, what has apparently happened (according to
scattered observations in the country studies) is that', at all levels of government,
ever higher levels of service have been demanded, the costs of which have outrun
the localities' financial powers. The consequence has been steadily -increasing
levels, of non-local funding, soinetimes bringing more Ron-local control, but
sometimes not--depending on the particular grant instruments used.

III. DIVERSITY OF PROVISION AND PARENTAL CHOICE OF SCHOOL

It is abundantly clear 'that there are major elejnents of systematic diversity
among the primary school systems of the ten countries examined, and that in
each case we do not do violence to reality when we speak about, gay, the "English
primary school ),stem", as distinct and different from, say, the German system,,
or the Australian, and so on. But it is also important to note that within each
of these national systems there are, in turn, very important elements of diversity,
most often based on geograppical-jurisdicational location, but not exclusively so.

Intra-national diversity can take thc form of lower versus higher levels of
provision, based on differences of local' wealth, and Ave have discussed such
differens,es and their relationship to financial instruments above. But they also
appeoln 4he form, Of substantial differences in the language and/or culture of.f,
instruction, in the social class and/or racial differentiation of school population)
(ofteu based on:residential segregation), and in different schOol provisions for
children coming from different religious traditious.

Within public primary school systems, economically-, religiously-, racially-
and class-segregated schools may imply important elements of choice for members
of the dominant group,-and restriction of choice for members of the subordinate

'group. Thus, although much of,this diversity, of provision may not really imply
any widening of parental choice over the type of schooling to be afforded children,
some of it may do. Particularly where diversity of school provision reflects

; linguistic and/6r religious factors it can often pmvide parents with some valued
choice of the type of schoolingtheir children will receive. Indeed, the remarks
below refer primarily to, diversity based on religious preference.

ti4
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The Dutch system of financing primary education is orrig of _the most far-
reaching in its approach to effective choice. In the Netherlands parents not
only have the right to provide their children with "the edueation, that is in line
with their way of life, their philosophy, or the educational methods they prefer",
but they also have the right to receivepublic support when exercising that right.
To establish a snool and receive public money, they need only make a request
to the municipality and meet certain requirements. The school thus established
is guaranteed the.full right of financial equality, which means that it is funded
according to the same criteria that are used for the funding of public institutions.

Other countries have also adopted measures to promote parental choice
through rather extensive public funding of non-goVernment, usually church-related,.
schools. In Australia, non-government schools obtain a suiVantial proportion
of their revenues from public funds, on average about 40 per cent from Common-
wealth grants and 2 per cent Icom state resources. However, most non-
government sehoWs do not enjoy the same level Of resources as government
schools. In Australia, non-government schools obtain a substantial proportion
schools are only about three-fourths those in government schools. In England,
public money goes to support church-related schools, and although the state has
exacted a certain qhidgiaro quo for its aid (in the form of a significant degree
of lay control over church-school programmes, staff and tinanues) it remains
true that parents who wish to send their children to a church-related, rather
than to a local authority, school may do so at public expense.

In Ontario, public money is pot given to pi.te schools, hut the're are-
tWo main/publicly-supported Lilenkintary school systeMs: the non-denominational
public eIej4iIry schools, and the predominantly Roman Catholic separate
school sy. em. Separate school boards are elected and lutve the same powers
as public s ool boards do. They are empowered to set tax rates on the property
of separate si. ool supporters, and municipal comicils must, on separate school
board request, levy and collect those taxes. The separate school boards receive
provincial.. grants according to the same criteria as do public school boards

bqause they have lower revenue raising capacity, receive higher levels of
provincial support than do public school boards.

Fin PROPORTION OF NON-LOCAL FUNI)ti AND UNIFORMITY

It is often assuthed that a high 'percentage of. non-local funding will tend
to reduce the variety of public education "styles" that.exists, leading to increased
uniformity. The argument is that local option of the kinds 'Of schools to be
Offered and how they are to run will tend to disappear as the proportion of
non-local funds .rises. Thus, the conventional wisdom would argue that more
non-local funding means reduced possibilities of parental choice among different
types of school*.

The evidence provided by the country studies .enables us to test wheiher
there is, in fact, a :systematic association between the proportion of non-local
funding for the schools and "standardization" of provision.

Standardization f school provn can arise in the following ways:
A. Eliminj of non.government schools.
13. Attenth ion of differences between government and non-government

schools.
C. 'Standardization of government sehobls across local education authorities.
We take up each of these aspects Of standardization in turn.
A. Table 10 classifies the eleven jurisdictions according to their degree of

non-local funding and the extent of non-government schooling. It is evident
that, among the countries, little if .any relationship can be. established between
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the degree of non-local finance an hc extent of non-government schooling. The
three countries with high degrees f non-local finance (Anstralia, Italy ancl the
Netherlands) have non-government primary school enrolments ranging from less
than 5 per cent to about 70 per cent. Of the four jurisdictions with moderate
degrees of non-local finance, Florida and Germliny.haVe very small non-govern-
menr enrolments, while England and Ontario have quite important chuich-related

- school enrolments. The reniaindcr 9f -the counqieskall ha've small or non-
existent non-government sectors, with a 'low level of non-local funding. The
conventional wisdom is not suppoited. -, 4

B. The country studies do not provide the data for testing-Whether, where
non-government schools exist; the differences between' thcm and government
schools 'become more attenuated as the degree of non-local funding increases.
But in any case it is difficult to conceive of.itheoretical -reasons Why this Should

happen.
C. In 9 Of thc -countries studied there appears to be a v ry high degree

. of uniformity of government schools_ from one local authority to anöffir. A great
deal of this standardizatiop has its origins, no doubt, in the' regulation governing
the 'employment of teachers. Procedures for training, credentialling, and hirilfg
teachers. arc generally centrally prcscribed, with strong effects on the way schools
in different parts Of a jurisdiction operate. In addition, Rime countries foster
even more uniformity by. requiring a standard curriculum, common textbooks,
and the like (for example, in Sweden and inAe German under). But'even those
countries that leave greater formal autonothy in curriculum matters to`the local
authorities (for example, Canada, England and Wales, and the United States),
-have developed a high degree of .standardization in practice: Thus, within each
country >there .is relatively little variation in government school styles to be
"explained" -in the first place.

But( whatever systematic differences in the degree of -standardization ..one
might detect from country to country -do not appear' to be associated with the
percentages of noti-local funding. Thus, comparin say, Australia .and England

. ancl Wiles, quite different levels of non-local fun ing (and even quite different
approaches to the administrative structure of educe ion) are not at all reflected in
systematically different degrees of government Primartschopl standardization.

In both systems, although head teachers anct claim:pm teachers continue
to exercise very-important initiativesi theii actions are fairly, narrpivly constrained-
by a common set of strong professional standards and community expectations.

Here, too, then we find that the conventional wisdom is not supported.
.
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Chapter Hi

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

SUMMARY

The 'preceding report is based on a series of studies of the arrangements
used to' finance primary schools in ten of the OECD member countries: Australia,
&nada (province of ,Ontario), the Federal Republic of Germany, Italy, the;
Netherlands, .Norway, Siveden, the United Kingdoin (England and Wales), the
United Statei of America (California and Florida), and Yugoslavia.

Chapter- 1 de'scribes in. summary fashion the variety of approaches used
within each of the ten countries to finance primary schools, and connects thaw

P'
.. approaches to certain' key concerns of feducational finance policy. Chapter 11

examines some of the relationships between types of financing instruments and
key ,policy, concerns across the ten countries.

In five of the conntries (Italy, the Netherlands, Norway, Sweden, and England
,and 'Wales) primary school finance is a concern of two levels of government: the

central and local (often municipal) authorities: In Austraha, local (municipal)
authoritiet.t for education do not exist, so that there itlso school finance is the
responsibility of .two levels of governmentthe state-governments (with the lion's

.,. share of, the responsibility) and the Commonwealth government,- that provides
both direct and indirect assistance. In the' United States and in Yugoslavia three

levels of government (federal; state/republic, and local) are all directly involved
in primary school finance. In Canada (Ontario) and the Federal Republic of
Germany, the tWo remaining countries, the prime direct agents of primary echool
finance,are the--provinces/LIthder and the localities, but the -federal level plays
an indirect role via its various ,programmes of fiscal equalization among, the

provinces/Llinder. ,
Full .central funding at 'the state .is the hallmark of satOol finance in

AUstralia. . Yugoslaiga represents -the other pole, with "a very higledegree .(70-
80 per cent) of reliance on local, sources of funds. The other countries are
ranged between these extremes. In general, 'the Netbirlanda, Italy and Sweden

.11 -.Present a picture of. ielatively high proportions of central funding for schools;
the United States, rather low gentral fundigg. In Ontario, provincial (central)
funding has .become, more and :more imppeant in the lest decade, and in^,the
German Pinder, too, the Land anthorities provide a ver substantial (60 per cent
or- more) share of the total costs of hauling the,, primary Sehools. In Ellgiand

, and Norway the sources iirlinance are, on average, about equally divided between
the central and local governments.

School finance is an .ordinary and regular dart of general govermientar
finance irk all of the countries, except Canada and the:United States. In these

t 4
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latter countries local school Jurisdictions are usually separate, politically and
legally, from general local administration. Separate school taxes 'art.the rule and
the local schoOl districts do not usually receive financial support from the Weal
government units.

In most of the countries (Canada, Germany, Italy, thc Netherlands,Olorway;
Sweden, the UniVI States, and Agoslavid) non-local funds are made livailable
to help support the operations of loeal school authorities primarily through varions
edueation-specifie channels. In England, the central government makes a general
grapt-in-aid to a local authority, which has substantial latitude in deciding how
generously it wishes to support its schools, in competition with the claims made
by other locally provided servides on its revenues. Similar relationships exist
between the federal and state/Land/provincial authorities in Australia, Canada
and Germany.

Some countries move beyond .cducation-ipecific taxation and intergovern-
mental transfers to systems of categorical aid. Thus, in Sweden, the central
governments assist municipalities in their school finance on the basis of a set of
tightly drawn provisions' related to distinct aspects of school operation 'and,
especially, to the costs of teachers' salaries, The Netherlands, too, has a complex
set of categorical aid 'arrangements for calculating transfers from the central
government to the local municipal authorities. In the United States, also, federal
aid to the states for sch94 purposes has been based on categorical grants, though
within the states non-eategorical, education-specific transfers have been the norm.

Chapter It of the report exploks ,the relationships between funding arrange-
ments and three majbr policy concerns: equalization, locus of control, ,and diversity
of provision and patt8ntal choke of school.

Three principal approaches to equalization are identified:
equalization of tax bases to support education
equalization of per pupil or per capita expenditures
equalization of physical, inputs, particUlarly teacher services.

. England and Wales exemplifies a system that focusses on the equalization
of tax bases. In Florida and Ontario, too, there is sUbstantial emphasis in that
direction. The same is true at the federal-Land interface in Germany, at the
federal-state interface in Australia, and at the federal-proyince interface in Canada.

Equalization of per pupil or per capita expenditures is a fundamental aim
in Florida, and many United States and Canadian jurisdictions appfoach the
aim in part by mandating minimum (foundation) levels of expenditure per child
enrolled: Other countries approach the goal indirectly. Fbr example, the effect
of full state assumption of school costs in Australia seems to have as a by-product
a high degree.of equalization of per pupil capenditures.

Equalization of ,physical inputs, particularly of teacher services, is thc hall-,
mark of school finance-arrangements in the Netherlands and in Sweden. There aro
also strong elements of this approach, in Norway, where ihe system goes beyond
mere equalization to achieve substantial compensatory effects for children in
isolated, rural and poor,communei.

!IMITATION& AND POTENTIAL5

In the field of schoosl finance, this study breaks new grotiki by ombining
a focus upon policy concerns with a comparative approach via ten coteries. As
far as the present report i§ concerned, the authors are iSainfully aware of Its
limitations. Questions concerning the true comparability of formally equivaleht
arrangements that have developed in different-sational contexts remain worrisome.
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Country study. authors were not always able to fit their data gathering and analysis
into the agreed common framework that best suited the ultimate comparative
purpose. The authors of the comparative paper have, no doubt, been sometimes
udaware of important nuances of meaning, misunderstanding the precise import-
ance of a particular term, or phrase; and the sheer volume of data to be. considered
must have produced some error in the final instance.

But, in spite nf these, and perhaps other shortcomings e entire project
demonstrates that a comparative study of this kind is indeed ssible and that it
can produce some results of value: description of what exists ip .ten countries
by way of the many different financing arranwments for primary schools; classi-
fication of those arrangements and their association with certain major ptiliey
concerns; and the possibility of using the data assembled to test the validity cross-
nationally of a number of commonly accepted generalizations.

CONGLUSIONiS

I. In whateve^particular terms it is formulate;I, equalization can he success-.

fully approached via Wither full central funding or mixed central-local funding,
given certain conditions_ Full or nearly full central funding is an obvious option,
illustrated by the Australian and Netherlands systems. Mixed central-local funding
using categorical grants is another, especially when the support is directed toward
the\linancing of teacher costs, as iiistjermany, Norway and Sweden. And mixed
central-local funding using block grants can be arranged so as to have marked
equalization effects, especially where differences among localities in fiscal capacity
are low and/or the proportion of 'enVal funding is high (for example, Florida,
Ontario and England).

2. Many countries ve improved outcomes in temis of equalization by
instituting changes of mphasis and intensity of financial assistance and inter-
governmental grants; they have not found it necessary to recast radically their
selwolfinancing ystems. Rather, a continuous process of rea0praisal and modi-
fication of, financing arrangements, to take act ount of shifting demographic pattern$
and changing socio-economic structures, is Se norm. While it is clear that none
of tire countries has succeeded completely in attaining the goal of equalization
in all its aspects, most of them have made considerable progress in their recent
past, without having had recourse to measures that represent fundamental breaks
with traditional modes of financing schools.

3. A corollary conclusion is that search for a "perfect" or "ideal" system
of school finance is likely to he not .only unnecessary,.but futile.. The very
variety of school financing arrangdthents that is observed leads to a strong
suspicion that there can be no one best way to organize these nultters, and that
each country has adopted its ptirtictilar pattern of school financing as thc result..
of .a long .process of 'adjustment and compromise to its particular national context
and to the major policy goals it has favoured over the long, term. This conclusion
tends to be reinforced when wc recognize that some of the important goals set
for a school, finance system me likely to be mutually ineonSistent, at least over
certain ranges. Thus, equalization goals may conflict with the goal of expanded
parental choice; tax equaliiation and expenditure equalization may also be
difficult to achieve fully at the same time; and efforts tO achieve satisfactory
levels of sCrvice for those with special needs. May encroach on desires for greater
local. autonomy. In such a situation, the "worth" a particUlar set of school
financing arrangements depends heavily on the ative values placed on each
of. the goals involved,, as well as on the exte t to which a particular financing
mechanism is able to promote them.

wir
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4. Unitary states do not, ipso facto, anemia or achieve more equalization
than do federal countries. Partly because school finance and equalization
mechanisMs are genegially more complex in the federal countries (if only because
of the presence of an intermediate level of government), and partly because
federal countries generally exhibit wider ranges of socio-ecOnymic differences
within their borders than do the unitary states, it might seem reasonable to
suppose that unitary states attempt, and even achieve, more equalization than
do the federal staies. The ten countries in the present study comprise five unitary
states (England and Wales, Italy, the Netherlands, Norway, and Sweden) and
five federal countries (Australia, Canada lOntariol, Germany, the United States
(California and Florida], and Yugoslavia). Yet an examination of each set of
countries does not reveal a relationship between type of political structhre and
equalization ot school revenues or expenditnres.

5. The concept of equaWzation has been broadened in many tountries to
recognize that certain categories of childreh have handicaps that_ justify emit
pensatory, and not just, arithmetically equal, treatment. In terms of the financial
instruments .used to satisfy this goal, two approaches were identified and discussed:
the use of programmes of categorical aid, and the use of pupil-weighting systems.
Both are in widespread use and each has its particular set of advantages and
disadvantages. Categorical programmes tend to reinforce standard, often centrally-
devised and regulated, approaches to special provision. At some stages of
educational development this may he considered an advantage, lit other stages
a drawback. Pupil-weighting cystenis, on du, other hand, tend to leave the
school-providing authority .with more freedom of action, but they also MO with
them severe problems associated with the identification of children in need of
special services. Such systems are also open to abuse if school authorities seek
to inflate the number of children for whom they will "earn" larger.'weightings.

6. The proposition that a high degree of non-local funding Produces a more
standardized, uniform structure of schooling or is negatively asSociated with local
atliOnonty w -not supported by the evidence of the country studies. Ttie mere
fact that ore money is supplied by one level Of governthent to another slevel
does not guarantee that the grantor level will exercise more corftrol Over tfie

activities of the grantee level.
7. However, a corollary proposition, that tile mode by which non-local

funds are nuide available will influence the degree of local autonomy permitted,
is substantiated: For example, the, greater the reliance on non-categorical modes
of funding, such as the use of block grants or smice-specific non-categorical
grants (for schools, housing, or roads, for example), the greater the degree of
overt discretion enjoyed by grantee authorities. Conversely, greater reliance fan
categorical grants (for teachers' salaries, school 'building construction, or school
programmes for the disadvantagedi), is associated with less local autonomy. This
is explained by the need to build regulatory. controls and limits into categOrical
funding programmes that would otherwise turn into blank cheques issued to the
grantees...

The report cowhides that the erosion of localwItonorny, where it haS oicurred,'
has ,not happened as the result of deliberate moves on the part of either the local
or the non4oc,a7 authorities. .Rather, 'ever higher levels of servite have been
demanded, at'Iilf levels-of government, and the costs of pttIvision have tende4
to outrtm the localities' financial powers.

8. The study noted that, in .most of bite countries, some public funds are
made available direetly to some non-government schools. in particular, the
financing arrangemensed in Australia and the Noherlands to support nop-
goveynment (mostly, -Thurch-related school's are describer& and are contrasted
with arrangements in Ontario, where public money is not given to private schools,
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but is available to both the non-dernninnational public school system and to the
predominantly Roman Catholic separate school system. It is probable that
provision s. for supplying publicfunds to non-government schools will support a
greater degree of diversity of provision and effective parental .choice than is The
case in countries where such arrangements are /Absent. But, a concluding cross-_.
national analysis shows that there does not seem to he any systematic relationship
between .the "standardization." of schools 'provision (lack of opportunities .for
parental choice) and particular aspects of school financing, such as the proportion
01 non-locyd funding provided.

9. Finally, sonic countries place a great deal more weight on financing
instruments to "steer" primary school policy and administration than do others.
For example, in Canada, the Netherlands, the United States, and Yugoslavia,
financing mechanisms play quite a large role in school affairs. In Germany,
Italy, and Sweden, less so, But there are no clear correlates of this choice:
,- greater reliance on financing instrutnents (as distinct from direct, detailed regu-
lation) does not appear to affect systematically any important outcomes of school

) palicy..

t).
SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER COMPARATIVE Wer#RK'

Further comparative work dealing with school finance would seem to be
justified, and three main approaches, at least, are tw,orth consideration.

First, there is the possibility or replicating the present project forAggother
sector of the school system, for example, secondary schools, vocational schools, or
pre-sebool institutions. Sucli a study might well be of value in its own right, as
well as serve to validate,the approach used here.

Second, the importance of teachers' salarieOn 'school finance is obvious,
and we have noted that in sonie countries the reimbursement (or assumption). of.
teacher costs plays a major, role in the system of school finance. A cOmparative
study that examined thq consequences of basing school finance on teacher .cost
reimbursement or assumbtion might have quite substantial policy implications,
as well as serving an important informative function. ;

Third, the present report deals in a somewhat summary manner with some
aspects of financing ,schooling for children with special needs. This topic requires .
particular attention, and comment here. The present report pursues at greater
length three approaches to equalizatiOnof the tax bases for education, of per
capita expenditures and of physical inputs such as teacher services. However,
such measures fall far short of the demand to provide an equally effective education
for all the different and often greater needs of _many groups of children. Thust
along with general measurts, incltaiing financial ones, aimed at equalising. oppor-
tunity governments, have also increasingly provided extra resources for children
with special nee& A number of countries view the demand to continue in this
direction as the current major challenge to national edueational policy, and a
comparative study that took this as its central theme could be of greatest utility
at the present juncture. Ie

However, the present report well illustrates that the value.bf an inter-country
study lics in the opportunity it affords to deal with underlying principles. Thus,
.while a 'general notion of "handicapped" is often used tO define* children with
special .educational needs, this term should be recognised as an aspect of a more
general differentiation among school populations, The general principle is that
policies are being directed toward school populations which ard differentially

; recognised for edbcational purposes and for whoM higher levels and different.
modes of financing' arc required. A wtiole range of school populations, however
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they are delineated by country authorides, according to various social, cultural,
linguistic, racial, ethnic, geographic, physical and rental characteristics, are the
subjeQts of special educational attention. A new comparative study could usefully
follow the precedent established in the present report to examine the general
principles in this field in which policy is related to finance.

Finally, it has been recoinited in this report that financing instruments may
not of themselves be the major means for effectuating policy but that they may
provide a key element along- with other instruments in the larger oronisational
cantext. Therefore it is suggested that in future enquiries this organisational
cosdext be made mare explicit.
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